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MEETING SCHEDULE DETAILED

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2017
2:00 – 6:00 pm Registration Begins (Outside Exhibit Hall)

Poster Setup

2:45 pm Welcome Address (Exhibit Hall)
Robert Vonderheide, MD, DPhil
Hanna Wise Professor in Cancer Research
Associate Director for Translational Research
Abramson Cancer Center, University of Pennsylvania

3:00 pm Introduction of Keynote Speaker (Exhibit Hall)
Sponsored by Immudex
Moderator: Dr. Daniel Powell, PhD

3:00 – 4:00 pm Keynote Address: “Melanoma Neoantigen Discovery”
Gerald P. Linette, MD, PhD
Chief Medical Officer for Cancer Immunotherapy
Clinical Director of the Parker Institute for

Cancer Immunotherapy, University of Pennsylvania

4:00 4:15 pm Short Break

4:15 – 6:00 pm Symposium 1 – Strategies to ignite productive T cell immunity in cancer
(20 min presentations, 5 min Q&A)

Moderators: Drs. Jonathan Bramson and Kathleen Sturgeon
 

Patrick Forde, Assistant Professor, Johns Hopkins University
Moving checkpoint therapy to the neoadjuvant setting in lung cancer

Circe Mesa Pardillo, Head of Immunology Direction, Havana, Cuba
Reprogramming tumor myeloid cells to overcome immunosuppression

Short Talk : Luke Russell, Ohio State University
A novel oncolytic Herpes Simplex Virus 1 expressing PTEN L for brain tumor
therapy

Short Talk : Gautam Shenoy, Roswell Park Cancer Institute
Tumor associated exosomes present a novel regulatory checkopoint of T cell
responses
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6:00 – 9:00 pm Welcome reception (Exhibit Hall)
Meet with delegates, browse posters and sponsor exhibits.
Stage 1 of sponsor scavenger hunt

(7 :15 8 :00) Discussion of TRCCC Collaborative Opportunities

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2016
7:00 am Breakfast (Slopeside Dining Area fourth floor of the Main Lodge)

8:00 am Registration (Outside Exhibit Hall)

8:30 9:45 am Concurrent Trainee Sessions 1 and 2
Session 1 Tumor Microenvironment (Snowflake Room)
Chairs: Drs. Elizabeth Repasky and Patrick Forde

Session 2 Cell Therapies (Sunburst Room)
Chairs: Drs. Pawel Kalinski and Avery Posey

 ~10 trainees in each session
 5 minutes presentation , 2 minutes questions
 Presentation goal Be succinct and focus on key messages

9:45 – 10:00 am Browse Trainee Posters and Sponsor Exhibits (Exhibit Hall)

10:00 am – 12:30 pm Symposium 2 – New translational models for cancer
immunotherapy (20 min presentations, 5 min Q&A)

Moderators: Drs. David Klinke and Zobeida Cruz Monserrate

Avery Posey, Instructor, University of Pennsylvania
Defining the potential of immunotherapy using canine models

Heather Gibson, Research Scientist, Karmanos Cancer Institute
Diversity and genetic linkage analysis of cancer vaccine response in outbred
cats and mice

Platinum Sponsor Presentation
BioLegend
Miguel Tam, PhD Senior Product Manager
Fighting cancer from multiple angles: Exploring RANK RANKL, PD L1 and

cell depletion in the control of melanoma in mouse models

William Merritt, Program Director, National Cancer Institute
NIH Funding and New Initiatives
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Kathleen Sturgeon, Assistant Professor, Penn State University
Exercise – a key determinant of outcomes with cancer therapy

12:30 – 1:30 pm ADVOCATE NETWORKING LUNCH (Grand Ballroom)

12:45 Patient Advocacy – The importance of patient and advocate engagement
Ruth Modzelewski, PhD

1:30 2:45 pm Concurrent Trainee Sessions 3 and 4
Session 3 Translational and Clinical Cancer Studies (Snowflake Room)
Chairs: Drs. Kelvin Lee and Zobeida Cruz Monserrate
Session 4 – Regulators of Immune Resistance/Response (Sunburst Room)
Chairs: Drs. Joseph Baar and Frank Housseau

 ~10 trainees in each session
 5 minutes presentation, 5 minutes questions
 Presentation goal Be succinct and focus on key messages

2:45 3:00 pm Short Break

3:00 – 5:30 pm Symposium 3 – Tackling the tumor micro and macro microenvironments
for cancer therapy (20 min presentations, 5 min Q&A)

Moderators: Drs. Wei Zen Wei and Heather Gibson

Franck Housseau, Assistant Professor, Johns Hopkins University
IL 17 – a key regulator of carcinogenesis

Joseph Skitzki, Associate Professor, Roswell Park Cancer Institute
Visualizing the tumor microenvironment using real time clinical imaging

Platinum Sponsor Presentation
Roche
Srabani Bhaumik, Senior Scientist, Roche Tissue Diagnostics
Title: “Next Gen IHC: Automated Fluorescent Multiplexing Technology for

Cancer Immunotherapy”

Zobeida Cruz Monserrate, Assistant Professor, OSU Cancer Center
Lipocalin 2 regulates tumor promoting inflammation in pancreatic cancer

Emidio Pistilli, Assistant Professor, West Virginia University
Multifaceted roles for IL 15 in cancer
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5:30 – 6:15 pm – Networking Session
Stage 2 (final) of sponsor scavenger hunt

6:15 – 8:30 pm – Dinner stations and formal poster presentations (Exhibit Hall)

 Presenters of posters #1 30 should be available at their posters from 6:30 – 7:15
 Presenters of posters #31 60 should be available at their posters from 7:15 8:00

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2017
7:00 am Breakfast (Slopeside Dining Area fourth floor of the Main Lodge)

8:30 9:45 am Concurrent Trainee Sessions 5 and 6
Session 5 Viral therapies/ Vaccines (Snowflake Room)
Chairs: Drs. John Frelinger and Agne Petrosiute

Session 6 Emerging Therapies (Sunburst Room)
Chairs: Drs. Lawrence Lum and Andy Minn

 ~10 trainees in each session
 5 minutes presentation, 5 minutes questions
 Presentation goal Be succinct and focus on key messages

9:45 – 10:15 am Break and hotel room check out

10:15 – 11:00 am Immunotherapy Rounds: Translating between Lab and Clinic
(Exhibit Hall)

Joshua Bauml, Assistant Professor, Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania

 The session will present a clinical case describing a bedside to bench and back
discussion of a patient who received immunotherapy and the impact of
immunotherapy in NSCLC which is now a first line treatment option for some
patients.

11:00 – 12:30 pm Symposium 4 – Defining mechanisms of immune resistance and
response to cancer therapy (20 min presentations, 5 min Q&A)

Moderators: Drs. Elizabeth Jaffee and Emidio Pistilli

Julien Fourcade, Assistant Professor, U of Pittsburgh
Unraveling immune checkpoints that regulate tumor specific T cell immunity
in cancer

Agne Petrosiute, Assistant Professor, Case Western Reserve University
A novel role of Cdk5 as a tumor immune response regulator

Andy Minn, Assistant Professor, U of Pennsylvania
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Determinants of response/resistance to cancer immunotherapy

12:30 – 1:30 pm LUNCH (Grand Ballroom)

1:30 pm Introduction of Keynote Speaker (Exhibit Hall)
Moderator: Dr. Gregory L. Beatty, MD, PhD

1:40 – 2:30 pm Closing Keynote Address: “Immune checkpoint inhibitors –
the beginning of a revolution in cancer therapy ”

Julie Brahmer, M.D.
Interim director, Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive

Cancer Center (Bayview)
Director of Thoracic Oncology
Johns Hopkins University

2:30 pm Trainee Award Ceremony (Exhibit Hall)
Yasmin Thanavala, PhD

Take down posters

3:00 pm Closing Remarks and Meeting Adjournment
Dan Powell, Gregory Beatty, Carl June – University of Pennsylvania
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SURVIVOR
ADVOCATES
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SURVIVOR ADVOCATES

RUTHMODZELEWSKI, PHD
KOMEN PITTSBURGH – BREAST CANCER

Ruth Modzelewski, PhD is the Mission Coordinator at Susan G. Komen 
Pittsburgh.  Previously, she was an Assistant Professor at the University 
Of Pittsburgh School Of Medicine and her research focused upon 
experimental cancer therapeutics.  After joining Komen Pittsburgh in 2009, 
she continues to be involved in training students from the University of 
Pittsburgh’s Graduate School of Public Health. Ruth also serves as a 
board member on Shaler Area Education Foundation and The Steel City 
Dragon Boat Associate as well as serving on several health-related 
advisory panels.  She is a two-time 18-year breast cancer survivor. 
Ruth states: My life and work experiences have combined to bring me to this point of being an 
advocate for a variety of public health issues including cancer survivorship and clinical trials. 
My career as a translational cancer therapeutics researcher has provided an understanding of 
clinical trial design and the scientific bench work which precedes translation to the clinic. From 
the “other side of the bed”, my personal history of being a two-time survivor of breast cancer 
has made me aware of the processes and decisions that patients face during diagnosis and 
treatment. In my current work as Mission Coordinator at Susan G. Komen Pittsburgh I’ve been 
able to utilize my training in public health to identify barriers, address needs and implement 
strategies to improve access to breast cancer screening, treatment and survivorship programs. 
My survivorship experiences, analytical nature and passion for public health enables me to 
serve as a valuable consumer advocate. 
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SPEAKER
ABSTRACTS
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FEB 15TH KEYNOTE ADDRESS (3:00 PM – 4:00 PM)

“MELANOMANEOANTIGEN DISCOVERY”

GERALD LINETTE, MD, PHD
CHIEFMEDICAL OFFICER FOR CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY
CLINICAL DIRECTOR OF THE PARKER INSTITUTE FOR CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY,

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Gerald P. Linette is Professor of Medicine at the University of 
Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine. He previously served as 
director of the melanoma program at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis.  
His primary research interest is the development of new cell therapy approaches for the 
treatment of cancer. 
 
Dr. Linette is a graduate of St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia, Pa and the Medical Scientist 
Training Program at Georgetown University School of Medicine. He completed house staff 
training in Internal Medicine at Barnes Hospital followed by a research fellowship in Molecular 
Oncology at Washington University. Fellowship training in Hematology-Oncology was 
completed at the Massachusetts General Hospital/DFCI at Harvard Medical School. Dr. Linette 
is board certified in Internal Medicine and Medical Oncology and maintains an active clinical 
practice at the University of Pennsylvania Abramson Cancer Center.  
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FEB 17TH KEYNOTE ADDRESS (1:40 PM – 2:40 PM)

“IMMUNE CHECKPOINT INHIBITORS – THE
BEGINNING OF A REVOLUTION IN CANCER
THERAPY”

JULIE BRAHMER,MD
INTERIM DIRECTOR, SIDNEY KIMMEL COMPREHENSIVE CANCER

CENTER (BAYVIEW)
DIRECTOR OF THORACIC ONCOLOGY
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Dr. Julie Brahmer is an international leader in lung cancer clinical trials research with 
particular expertise in drug development for thoracic malignancies and immunotherapy, 
currently serves as Director of the Thoracic Oncology Program and Associate Professor of 
Oncology at the Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins, and Interim 
Director of the Johns Hopkins Kimmel Cancer Center at Bayview. She serves as co-Principal 
Investigator on the Johns Hopkins’ NCI National Clinical Trials Network (NCTN) Program grant 
and helps direct all oncology cooperative group activities on the Johns Hopkins campuses. 

Dr. Brahmer's research and clinical practice focus on the development of new therapies 
for the treatment and prevention of lung cancer and mesothelioma. She has published several 
papers in this area of research and is a member of the American Society of Clinical Oncology 
and the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Thoracic Committee and Cancer Prevention 
Steering Committee. She is one of the founding board members for the National Lung Cancer 
Partnership, now known as Free to Breathe, where she is a member of the Scientific Executive 
Committee. She is also on the medical advisory board of the Lung Cancer Research Foundation 
and LUNGevity.  

Dr. Brahmer was the 2012 recipient of the American Society of Clinical Oncology 
Statesman Award for her volunteer efforts to the society. In the summer of 2014, she was 
featured in MORE magazine for her cutting edge research in the groundbreaking field of cancer 
immunotherapy. As a result of her work, she was named the March 2015 LUNGevity Hero and, 
in November 2015, received the Dr. Thierry Jahan “A Breath Away from the Cure” Award. 
 Dr. Brahmer has been intimately involved in the development of anti-PD-1 antibodies 
as PI of several early phase 1 studies of these antibodies and phase 3 studies in lung 
cancer.  These trials led to the FDA approval of the first immunotherapy option in lung cancer, 
nivolumab.  Dr. Brahmer is committed to the research and development of effective immune-
based therapies in the treatment of lung cancer and other cancers such as mesothelioma.   

She received her medical degree from the University of Nebraska Medical Center 
College of Medicine, completed her residency at the University of Utah and oncology fellowship 
at Johns Hopkins.  
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FEB 17TH IMMUNOTHERAPY ROUNDS (10:15 AM – 11:00 AM)

“TRANSLATING BETWEEN LAB AND CLINIC”

JOSHUA BAUML,MD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DIVISION OF HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY
PERELMAN SCHOOL OFMEDICINE
HOSPITAL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Immunotherapy, using PD-1 and PD-L1 inhibitors, has changed the treatment paradigm for 
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC).  These new agents enter an increasingly crowded 
treatment landscape, and determining the best treatment for a given patient is becoming more 
and more complex.  Using a clinical case as an example, we will discuss the clinical 
management of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer and how immunotherapy is being applied to 
patient care.  Specific topics to be addressed include biomarkers of response, therapeutic 
toxicities, and mechanisms of resistance to immunotherapy in NSCLC. 
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SYMPOSIUM 1 – STRATEGIES TO IGNITE PRODUCTIVE T CELL IMMUNITY
IN CANCER

“MOVING CHECKPOINT THERAPY TO THE NEOADJUVANT SETTING
IN LUNG CANCER”
PATRICK FORDE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
 
Immune checkpoint inhibition, both as a single agent with PD-1/PD-L1 
antibodies and in combination with PD-1/CTLA4 blockade, has led to 
objective responses and durable remissions in advanced non-small cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC). The administration of immunotherapy preoperatively for 
early stage resectable lung cancer has the potential to prime anti-tumor 
immunity in the presence of higher antigen burden and provides an exceptional opportunity 
for immunologic, genomic and pathologic analyses on biospecimens, in particular resected 
tumor, obtained after therapy. This session will discuss initial results of neoadjuvant nivolumab 
therapy in early stage NSCLC and ongoing clinical trials in this area.  

“REPROGRAMMING TUMORMYELOID CELLS TO OVERCOME
IMMUNOSUPPRESSION”
CIRCE MESA PARDILLO, DIRECTOR OF IMMUNOBIOLOGY DIVISION, CENTER OF

MOLECULAR IMMUNOLOGY, HAVANA, CUBA

Cancer is associated with a disturbed balance in myeloid subset 
development and functioning that results, among others, in the 
accumulation of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) and impaired 
functionality of monocytes, DC and macrophages to promote 
carcinogenesis and tumor immunosuppression. For these reasons, it is increasingly clear that 
successful cancer immunotherapy will require to reprogram the myeloid compartment limiting 
the immunosuppressive effects and rescuing the stimulatory capacity of these populations. VSSP 
are nanoparticles with potent immune activating abilities, made from vesicles derived from 
Neisseria meningitidis and the GM3 ganglioside. One of the main immunostimulatory properties 
of VSSP is its capacity to protect and/or recovers the impaired-antigen specific CTL responses, 
generally observed on tumor bearing mice. This important feature seems to relate to less 
suppressive MDSCs isolated from tumor-bearing mice treated with VSSP. Studying the 
mechanism by which VSSP impaired MDSC functions, we have demonstrated that VSSP 
treatment in vitro and in vivo is sufficient to differentiate MDSC into antigen presenting cells, 
with the consequent loss of the suppressive function. Moreover, we demonstrate that VSSP, can 
rescue or restore monocyte phenotype, differentiation and/or functionality in the tumor 
microenvironment. VSSP-activated macrophages acquire a ‘M1-like’ phenotype and cytokine 
profile. In vivo treatment with VSSP reprogramed the myeloid compartment in the peritoneal 
cavity of non-tumor-bearing and, importantly, ovarian tumor-bearing mice, facilitating an 
increase in dendritic cells and a concomitant decline in tumor-associated macrophages. These 
results suggest that VSSP could reprogram the suppressive myeloid compartment of the tumor 
microenvironment.
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SYMPOSIUM 2 – NEW TRANSLATIONALMODELS FOR CANCER
IMMUNOTHERAPY

“DEFINING THE POTENTIAL OF IMMUNOTHERAPY USING CANINE
MODELS”
AVERY D. POSEY, JR., INSTRUCTOR, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Successful treatment of hematologic malignancies with engineered chimeric 
antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapies has erupted a revolution in synthetic 
biology and gene-editing approaches for the immunological treatment of 
cancer. However, the speed of bench-to-bedside translation of new 
engineered T cell therapies is stunted by safety and cost, as well as a lack 
of sufficient immunocompetent spontaneous tumor models that reliably reproduce treatment in 
human patients. Privately-owned companion canines are a unique comparative medicine model 
for the investigation of novel immunotherapies, which can advance discovery and treatment 
options for human patients. The patient population is large; approximately 4.2 million dogs 
(5,300 per 100,000 dogs) are diagnosed with cancer in the U.S. annually. Dogs with 
spontaneous cancer that are enrolled in veterinary clinical trials are likely to have previously 
experienced several standard-of-care chemotherapy regimens and present with tumors that are 
molecularly and histologically similar to humans. Dogs share more protein homology with 
humans than mice and thus could benefit from treatment with cross-reactive antibodies, 
including cetuximab and trastuzumab, as well as antibody-based T cell therapies. This session 
will discuss our development of a platform to genetically-engineer autologous canine T cells and 
the treatment of dogs with lymphoma and leukemia with CAR T cells targeting canine CD20. In 
addition, the potential for xenotransplantation and the use of dogs as models for allogeneic 
donor T cell transfer will be discussed. 
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“DIVERSITY AND GENETIC LINKAGE ANALYSIS OF CANCER VACCINE
RESPONSE IN OUTBRED CATS AND MICE”
HEATHER GIBSON, RESEARCH SCIENTIST, KARMANOS CANCER INSTITUTE

Despite recent advances in cancer immunotherapy, only a fraction of 
patients maintain durable responses. Within an inbred mouse strain, we find 
consistent responses to HER2 vaccination. However, we find differential 
vaccine response in HER2 transgenic (Tg) mice of BALB/c versus C57BL/6 
backgrounds. We have also shown ~1/3 of outbred domestic cats respond 
to feline HER2 vaccination to generate IFN -producing T cells. To test the 
hypothesis that genetic variation determines cancer immunotherapy 
response, we conducted genetic linkage analysis of HER2 vaccine response in Diversity 
Outbred (DO) mice. DO mice, produced by non-sibling crossing of 8 mouse stains (A/J, 
C57BL/6, 129S1/Svlm, NOD, NZO, CAST/EiJ, PWK/PhJ and WSB/EiJ) incorporate >90% of all 
genetic variation in mice. The fully sequenced founder strain genomes enable genetic linkage 
analysis using Mouse Universal Genotyping Array (GigaMUGA), which consists of >150,000 
genetic markers, mostly single nucleotide variants. DO mice were bred with C57BL/6 HER2 Tg 
mice, generating HER2 DO mice that express human HER2 as a self-antigen. A wide range of 
IgG (1.8 – 128 g/mL) and IFN  producing T cells (0 – 348/106 splenocytes) were detected after 
2X vaccination with an adenoviral vaccine encoding human HER2. Depletion of Tregs prior to 
vaccination boosts the immune response to a similar level as non-HER2 Tg DO mice. Genetic 
loci associated with positive response (p<10-5) were sought by linear regression analysis. 
Immune-related genes within identified loci were examined. Preliminary analysis links IgG 
response to NFkB, IL6, and IFN -related gene clusters, and IFN  producing T cell response to 
NFkB, IL6, IL10, Akt and p38 MAPK-related gene clusters. This strategy will be used to define 
and rank genetic variants of candidate immune regulators to help identify vaccine responsive 
individuals. 
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“FIGHTING CANCER FROMMULTIPLE ANGLES: EXPLORING RANK RANKL,
PD L1 AND CELL DEPLETION IN THE CONTROL OF MELANOMA IN MOUSE MODELS”
MIGUEL TAM, SENIOR PROJECTMANAGER, BIOLEGEND

Miguel defended his PhD thesis in Clinical Immunology at Gothenburg 
University, Sweden, where he conducted research on Dendritic Cells 
(DCs) and bacterial infections. Postdoctoral studies followed at UCSD, 
still working on Dendritic Cells, but focused on viral infections and 
Inflammatory Bowel Disease. He characterized cellular and molecular 
mechanism governing DC maturation, including the effect of type I 
interferon in conventional DC physiology during bacterial infection. 
Likewise, he discovered that CD28, a typical T cell co stimulatory 
molecule, is also a negative regulator of type I interferon production by plasmacytoid DCs in 
response to viral infections. Miguel started at BioLegend in August 2012 as a Technical Service 
Scientist and helping with marketing projects. Currently he is a Senior Product Manager in the 
company, taking care of our Immunobiology reagents. He also oversees Product Managers for 
Cell Biology and Functional Proteins, Biomarkers and Immunoassays, and Neuroscience. In 
addition, Miguel supervises the Product Release Team, making sure all products are transferred 
smoothly from BioLegend development labs to the customer´s hands. 

“NIH FUNDING AND NEW INITIATIVES”
WILLIAMMERRITT, PROGRAMDIRECTOR, NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE

Dr. Merritt is a Program Director in the Clinical Grants and Contracts 
Branch in the Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program of the Division of 
Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis, National Cancer Institute.  He currently 
manages a portfolio of research grants and cooperative agreements in 
the area of drug therapies and hematopoietic stem cell transplantation for 
the hematologic malignancies.  In this position he has been active in the 
management of the Blood and Marrow Transplant Clinical Trials Network as well as the Cancer 
Immunotherapy Trials Network.  Prior to joining CTEP in 2006, Dr. Merritt served as a Scientific 
Review Administrator for the NCI for 7 years, with primary responsibilities for the management 
of the site visit reviews of clinical program project grant (P01) applications, and served as the 
SRA for the Clinical Sciences Subcommittee D.  He received his Ph.D. from Purdue University 
in 1975, and after post-doctoral positions at the German Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg 
and Yale University Medical School,  he spent his academic career at the Midwest Children’s 
Cancer Center and Pharmacology Department, Medical College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee, 
followed by appointments in the George Washington University Medical School Biochemistry 
Department, Washington DC and subsequently in the Pediatrics Department at Children’s 
National Medical Center, where he was an Associate Professor and served as the Director of 
the Hematology/Oncology Division Research laboratory. 
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“EXERCISE – A KEY DETERMINANT OF OUTCOMES WITH CANCER THERAPY”
KATHLEEN STURGEON, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, PENN STATE UNIVERSITY

The ACS, NCCN, NCI, and ACSM recommend exercise during cancer 
treatment as it is safe and well tolerated. Exercise is important for 
preventing or improving side effects of cancer treatment such as: 
cardiotoxicity, peripheral neuropathy, fatigue, nausea, and weight gain. It 
also appears that exercise is an effective adjunctive therapy. Multiple pre-
clinical studies have shown that exercise training not only slows tumor 
growth, but also increases tumor response to traditional chemotherapy.  
Hypoxia and shear stress mechanisms appear to normalize the tumor 
vasculature and improve delivery of chemotherapeutic agents. Further, both 
acute and chronic exercise can modulate inflammatory response in the tumor microenvironment 
via the immune system. Given these pre-clinical findings, there is an important translational 
need for clinical application. However, identifying the optimal timing and intensity of exercise will 
be key components of dissemination to clinic.  
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SYMPOSIUM 3 – UNRAVELING THE TUMORMICROENVIRONMENT AND
THE ROLE OF INNATE IMMUNITY IN CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY

“IL 17 A KEY REGULATOR OF CARCINOGENESIS”
FRANCK HOUSSEAU, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

IL-17 has been well-studied for its role in promoting tumor growth; however 
the molecular pathways and cellular cooperation sustaining the role of IL-17 
in carcinogenesis are, as yet, poorly understood. IL-17 is produced by a 
variety of cell types including CD4+ T (Th17) cells, innate lymphoid cells (ILC 
type 3), T cells ( T17), and is a key pro-inflammatory cytokine that acts 
via its interaction with the IL-17RA/C heterodimer ubiquitously expressed on 
hematopoietic derived cells, epithelial cells, fibroblasts or endothelial cells. Thus, IL-17 
contributes to a broad panel of physiologic systems including inflammation, angiogenesis, 
barrier integrity and antimicrobial defense. In situations of chronic inflammation, associated with 
autoimmune diseases, infection as well as cancer, IL-17 has been well established as a 
promoter of tumor growth and as a marker of poor prognosis in variety of human cancers such 
as colorectal cancer. However, this is not uniform as IL-17 promotes anti-tumor responses in 
ovarian carcinomas. In a model of de novo microbial induced colon tumorigenesis using 
enterotoxigenic Bacteroides fragilis (ETBF)-colonized ApcMin mice, we demonstrated that IL-17 
targets the colon epithelial cells and is not only necessary for tumor growth but is absolutely 
required for the initiation of tumorigenesis. IL-17 is a potential immune target for therapeutic 
intervention to prevent carcinogenic consequences of chronic inflammation. 

“VISUALIZING THE TUMORMICROENVIRONMENT USING REAL TIME CLINICAL
IMAGING”
JOSEPH SKITZKI, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, ROSWELL PARK CANCER INSTITUTE

Virtually all cancer therapies are dependent upon the tumor vasculature 
for their success or failure. Out of all the emerging imaging modalities to 
study tumor vasculature only intravital microscopy (IVM) is capable of 
evaluating individual dynamic vessel characteristics and immune cell-
endothelial interactions in real time. Our recent feasibility trial in melanoma 
patients constructed a first-in-human IVM platform to provide an 
unprecedented view of tumor vascular function in patients. In agreement with prior preclinical 
observations, tumor vessels were disorganized and tortuous with ~50% appearing patent but 
exhibiting no detectable blood flow. Vessel diameters in patient tumors were substantially larger 
than anticipated from preclinical animal studies or standard clinical pathology even when 
controlling for location of the vessels (peripheral vs. deep), anatomic area of the tumor, tissue 
shrinkage from fixation, and the type of anesthetic used. Based on these results, the tumor 
vasculature of humans may have unexpected characteristics making it more favorable for 
immunotherapy (e.g. optimal wall shear stress). Current clinical investigations into the tumor 
draining lymph node of melanoma tumors have similarly yielded results that may be leveraged 
into future clinical trials.  
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“NEXT GEN IHC: AUTOMATED FLUORESCENTMULTIPLEXING TECHNOLOGY FOR
CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY”
SRABANI BHAUMIK, SENIOR SCIENTIST, ROCHE TISSUE DIAGNOSTICS

Srabani Bhaumik is a Senior Scientist in the Research and Early 
Development group at Roche Tissue Diagnostics, Tucson, Arizona. She is 
part of the Application Core Laboratory that supports research assay 
prototype development, instrument benchmarking, development and 
validation of RUO/IUO assays, and the development of multiplexing 
technology in conjunction with brightfield and fluorescent imaging 
technologies. She has a PhD in cellular immunology from Jadavpur 
University, India, and post-doctoral experience in tumor immunology from 
CCMB, India. Her subsequent post-doctoral studies at UCLA involved 
molecular imaging, where she made cutting-edge contributions in the field 
of preclinical bioluminescent optical imaging. Prior to Roche, she was a Senior Scientist at GE 
Global Research, NY, for 8 years where she worked on MRI contrast media and noninvasive 
reporter gene imaging, immune cell tracking with optical, PET and MRI modalities and immune 
profiling of tumor microenvironment using GE proprietary tissue pathology platform.  
After joining Roche Tissue Diagnostics in 2014, she played a key role in developing an 
automated multiplexing staining solution on the Ventana DISCOVERY ULTRA platform, which 
was recently launched for the research community in 2016. 

“LIPOCALIN 2 REGULATES TUMOR PROMOTING INFLAMMATION IN PANCREATIC
CANCER”
ZOBEIDA CRUZ MONSERRATE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, OSU CANCER CENTER

Lipocalin-2 (LCN2) is a molecule known to have a pro-tumorigenic role in 
many cancer types and is significantly upregulated in patients with 
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). LCN2 is expressed and 
secreted by immune and tumor cells and plays an important role in 
inflammation and immune modulation. However, its role in PDAC is still 
unclear. We investigated whether LCN2 depletion affected PDAC 
development, inflammation, and survival of mice. In addition, we studied the 
effects of LCN2 on cells derived from the tumor microenvironment. To accomplish these goals, 
we studied mice with acinar cell-specific expression of KRasG12D or crossed with LCN2 null 
animals. Moreover, the role of LCN2 on tumor growth was investigated in a syngeneic 
orthotopic PDAC mouse model in which mouse PDAC cells were implanted into LCN2 null mice. 
We show that depletion of LCN2 diminished extracellular matrix deposition, immune cell 
infiltration, pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PanIN) formation, tumor growth and significantly 
increased survival in vivo. In addition, we show that LCN2 modulate the secretion of pro-
inflammatory cytokines in human pancreatic stellate cells, key regulators of the PDAC tumor 
microenvironment, via the LCN2-specific receptor, SLC22A17. Our results reveal a previously 
unknown role of LCN2 in the establishment and regulation of the PDAC tumor 
microenvironment, suggesting a link between LCN2, inflammation and PDAC.
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“MULTIFACETED ROLES FOR IL 15 IN CANCER”
EMIDIO PISTILLI, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

The cytokine interleukin-15 (IL-15) is a potent immunomodulatory cytokine, 
and clinical trials have shown safety and efficacy in cancer patients.  Since 
its discovery in 1994, the roles of IL-15-related signaling have expanded 
beyond the immune system into non-lymphoid cells and tissues.  Skeletal 
muscle tissue in particular expresses an abundance of IL-15 mRNA, and 
the gene is responsive to contractile stimuli.  My laboratory has identified a 
role for IL-15 in stimulating mitochondrial biogenesis within skeletal muscle 
cells.  Functionally, muscles from transgenic mice with greater circulating 
levels of IL-15 adopt a fatigue-resistant phenotype due to greater 
mitochondrial density.  Myogenic cultures exposed to IL-15 show increases 
in markers of mitochondrial biogenesis as well as greater mitochondria within myotubes, 
suggesting this is a direct effect of IL-15 at the muscle membrane.  These data establish the 
framework for developing IL-15 as a therapy to treat muscle fatigue experienced by cancer 
patients.  Recent studies in my laboratory demonstrate that mice exposed to mammary tumor 
growth show a progressive decrease in IL-15 mRNA, and muscles from these tumor-bearing 
mice become significantly more fatigable.  In IL-15 over-expressing transgenic mice exposed to 
mammary tumor growth, there is a partial attenuation of the fatigue response.  These data 
support a therapeutic benefit of IL-15 targeting muscle fatigue properties during tumor growth.  
In muscle biopsy samples from breast cancer patients, gene expression patterns support the 
pre-clinical data we collected in tumor-bearing mice.  In summary, we present data to support 
the development of IL-15-based therapies as anti-cachexia agents specifically targeting skeletal 
muscle fatigue.  
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SYMPOSIUM 4 – DEFININGMECHANISMS OF IMMUNE RESISTANCE AND
RESPONSE TO CANCER THERAPY

“UNRAVELING IMMUNE CHECKPOINTS THAT REGULATE TUMOR
SPECIFIC T CELL IMMUNITY IN CANCER”
JULIEN FOURCADE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, U OF PITTSBURGH

The paradoxical coexistence of tumor antigen (TA)-specific T cell immune 
responses with progressive disease in cancer patients furthers the need to 
dissect the mechanisms involved in tumor-induced T cell dysfunction and tumor 
immune escape. We have previously reported that the immune checkpoint 
receptors PD-1, Tim-3, BTLA and TIGIT are upregulated by spontaneous and/or vaccine-
induced TA-specific CD8+ T cells in patients with advanced melanoma. These inhibitory 
receptors, which are co-expressed on dysfunctional TA-specific T cells, bind to their respective 
ligands on antigen-presenting cells and tumor cells and negatively regulate T cell functions. We 
have shown that the combinatorial blockade of these immune checkpoint receptors improves 
the functions and expansion of TA-specific CD8+ T cells upon prolonged in vitro antigen 
stimulation. Besides their expression on effector T cells, a number of these co-inhibitory 
receptors are also expressed on CD4+ Tregs and seem to support the function and 
development of these cells. Recently, TIGIT was reported to be expressed by a subset of highly 
suppressive Tregs in healthy donors and evidence suggests that TIGIT promotes Tregs’ 
inhibitory activity. Our recent data show that TIGIT is upregulated by CD4+ Tregs in PBMCs and 
tumors of patients with advanced melanoma and TIGIT+ Tregs represent a subset of highly 
activated and differentiated Tregs. TIGIT expression on Tregs in melanoma patients is 
associated with increased suppressive function and stability.  Altogether, our observations 
support the development of immunotherapeutic strategies to target multiple inhibitory pathways 
in the tumor microenvironment of patients with advanced cancers, including melanoma. 
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“A NOVEL ROLE OF CDK5 AS A TUMOR IMMUNE RESPONSE REGULATOR”
AGNE PETROSIUTE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, CASEWESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY

Although its presence in tumor can often predict whether immune 
checkpoint blockade may be successful, tumor PD-L1 expression is a 
dynamic process that is influenced by a host of factors. PD-L1 regulation 
on tumors and surrounding non-tumor cells is not well understood. Better 
understanding of PD-L1 regulation in tumor microenvironment is 
particularly important given recent findings that many pediatric tumor 
specimens express low or absent PD-L1 at diagnosis, prompting some 
investigators to doubt whether anti-PD-L1 immunotherapy can be effective 
in treating such cancers. 
  Our data implicated the contribution of Cyclin-dependent Kinase 5 (Cdk5) to immune 
evasion. Cdk5 is a proline-directed serine/threonine kinase that mediates a variety of 
homeostatic functions from cytoskeletal rearrangement to neurotransmitter signaling. We show 
that Cdk5 is expressed in both murine and human medulloblastoma (MB) cell lines. We 
observed that decreased Cdk5 expression was associated with an increase in the number of 
infiltrating CD3+ cells in the tumor mass of clinical MB samples. Next, using a CRISPR/Cas-9 
approach, we silenced Cdk5 in a murine model of Sonic Hedgehog pathway MB. Interference of 
Cdk5 activity sensitizes tumors to killing by the host immune system in a CD4+ T cell-dependent 
manner. This rejection was associated with increased IFN-  expression in the tumor 
microenvironment, as well as increased PD-L1 expression by myeloid populations. 
Mechanistically, we observed an attenuated response to IFN-  stimulated expression of PD-L1 
on MB cells. Interestingly, loss of Cdk5 preserved STAT1-mediated responses to IFN-  in MB 
cells, but selectively prolonged protein half-life of the PD-L1 promoter repressor complex, 
IRF2/IRF2BP2.  
  Our observation highlights a novel role of Cdk5 in the immune-resistance phenotype of 
MB and potentially other cancers. Our data also suggest that existing and future development of 
Cdk5-specific inhibitory molecules may enhance clinical immunotherapy approaches involving 
immune checkpoint blockade. 
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“PATHWAYS CONTROLLING RESPONSE AND RESISTANCE TO COMBINATION IMMUNE
CHECKPOINT BLOCKADE AND RADIATION”
ANDYMINN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, U OF PENNSYLVANIA

Immune checkpoint inhibitors result in impressive clinical responses but 
resistance across cancer types is common. This raises fundamental 
questions about mechanisms of resistance and how to rationally combine 
therapies to improve response. Previously, we reported major tumor 
regressions in a subset of patients with metastatic melanoma treated with 
an anti-CTLA4 antibody (anti-CTLA4) and radiation (RT) on a phase one 
clinical trial and reproduced this effect in mouse models. Although 
combined treatment improved responses in irradiated and unirradiated tumors, resistance was 
common. The upregulation of tumor PDL1 through interferon (IFN)-driven adaptive resistance is 
one dominant resistance mechanism; however, PDL1-independent resistance mechanisms are 
evident. We demonstrate that prolonged IFN signaling orchestrates a multigenic program to 
immune checkpoint blockade (ICB). Persistent type II IFN signaling allows tumors to acquire 
STAT1-related epigenomic changes and augments expression of IFN-stimulated genes and 
ligands for multiple T cell inhibitory receptors. Both type I and II IFNs maintain this resistance 
program. Crippling the program interferes with multiple inhibitory pathways, and expands 
distinct T cell populations with improved function despite expressing markers of severe 
exhaustion. Consequently, tumors resistant to multi-agent ICB are rendered responsive to ICB 
monotherapy. Finally, we observe that biomarkers for interferon-driven resistance associate with 
clinical progression after anti-PD1 therapy. Thus, the duration of tumor interferon signaling 
augments adaptive resistance and inhibition of the interferon response bypasses requirements 
for combinatorial ICB therapies. 
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ABSTRACT # 1

Evaluating the potential of Mullerian inhibiting substance type II receptor (MISIIR) as a target for
CAR T cell therapy against ovarian cancer

Authors: Alba Rodriguez Garcia (1), Matthew K Robinson (2), Gregory P Adams (2), Daniel J Powell Jr (1,3).

1. Ovarian Cancer Research Center, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Perelman School of Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA
2. Department of Medical Oncology, Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA, USA.
3 Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Abramson Cancer Center, Perelman School of Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA.

Abstract
Ovarian cancer is responsible for 5% of cancer related deaths among women, and the majority of
the cases are diagnosed at a late stage, accounting for a 5 year survival rate of 27%. Therefore,
there is a dire need for effective therapies. The recent success of adoptive cell therapy using T cells
engineered to express anti CD19 chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) for the treatment of
hematologic malignancies, rationalizes the development of similar strategies for solid tumors such
as ovarian cancer. The achievement of safe, effective therapy requires the selection of a target
antigen that is overexpressed in malignant cells but present in few to no normal cells.

The Mullerian inhibiting substance type 2 receptor (MISIIR) is a member of the TGF receptors
family involved in the regression of the primordial female reproductive tract in male embryos. This
action is exerted through its interaction with soluble Mullerian inhibiting substance (MIS), triggering
a downstream signaling cascade that induces apoptosis. MIS signaling through MISIIR has been
shown to cause growth inhibition in ovarian, breast, prostate and endometrial cancer cell lines in
vitro. In humans, MISIIR is expressed at very low levels in a restricted set of healthy tissues but is
overexpressed in gynecologic cancers, including 69% of epithelial ovarian cancers, making it a
candidate target antigen.

Here, we evaluate for the first time the potential of MISIIR as a target for CAR T cell therapy. In this
work, we generated and functionally tested 5 distinct CARs comprised of different human MISIIR
specific single chain antibody variable fragments (scFv) isolated from a phage display library
coupled to the T cell signaling domains from CD27 and CD3Z.

All the CARs were efficiently expressed in primary human T cells and showed specific binding and
reactivity against recombinant MISIIR protein. Interestingly, when co cultured with target cells
engineered to overexpress MISIIR, just one of the CARs, GM7 27Z, showed specific reactivity in
terms of cytolytic function and proinflammatory cytokines secretion. The activity of this CAR was
further evaluated in vitro and in vivo in a panel of tumor cells lines expressing different levels of the
target antigen.

Although the assessment of CAR mediated antitumor activity and on target off tumor toxicity
potential in vivo is required, the results obtained so far support the further exploration of an anti
MISIIR CAR based therapy for the effective treatment of ovarian cancer as well as other gynecologic
malignancies.
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ABSTRACT # 2

Developing a working model for evaluating CAR T cell therapy against mesothelin in PDA
syngeneic immune competent mouse model

Authors: Yanping Luo 1, John Scholler 1, Kathleen Graham2, Decheng Song 1, Gregory Beatty2, Carl H. June 1
1. Center for Cellular Immunotherapies, Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA, USA
2. Abramson Cancer Center, Department of Medicine, Division of Hematology Oncology, University of
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Abstract
Recent studies have shown the great successes of chimeric antigen receptor T cell (CAR T) therapy
in B cell malignancies; however, the efficacy against solid tumors remains limited. One primary
challenge is the poor infiltration of transferred CAR T cells and immunosuppression on CAR T cells
caused by tumor microenvironment. Presently, most preclinical studies for evaluating human CAR
T cell therapies are performed in immune deficient NSG xenograft tumor mouse models,
characterizing the ability of human CART cells to clear tumors; however, these models yield limited
information about the interaction between host immune system and adaptive CAR T cell therapy.
Therefore, we are developing a PDA syngeneic B6 mouse model for evaluating CAR T cell therapy
against mesothelin. We aim to understand: 1) where mouse CAR T cells traffic and persist in vivo,
2) determine their ability to clear tumor and how they perform in the tumor microenvironment,
and 3) how combination therapies with mouse CART cells can enhance anti tumor efficacy. To
establish a robust syngeneic mouse model, we established criteria for mouse T cell expansion,
transduction, function and persistence in vitro; meanwhile, we screened PDA cell lines from KPC
mice and selected a cell line with stable antigen expression and resistance to Cytoxan treatment.
We also tested the system the reactivity of mouse anti CD19 CAR T cells in vivo, and determined
that 30 % of circulating B cells was temporally depleted; indicating mouse CAR T cells function but
fail to persist. Using CBR bioluminescence imaging of mouse CAR T cells, we determined our
mouse anti mesothelin CAR T cells trafficked to PDA tumor within 24 hours post T cell injection, but
later trafficked to the spleen, accumulating at both sites for up to 1 week. Engraftment of CAR T
cells began to decrease after 1 week with minimal detection by day 19. During this time, tumor
regression was not observed. Currently, we are evaluating PDA tumors transduced with mouse
CD19 antigen to determine if lack of tumor regression is due to antigen specificity of tumor model
or suppression of trafficking functional T cells.
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ABSTRACT # 3

Utilizing chimeric antigen receptors to direct autologous NK cell cytotoxicity to breast cancer.
Authors: Hogg RT1, Hammill JA1, Mwawasi K1, Chew MV1, Poznanski SM1, Nham T1, Lee AJ1, Bramson JL1,
Ashkar AA1.
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Hamilton, ON.

Abstract
Utilizing chimeric antigen receptors to direct autologous NK cell cytotoxicity to breast cancer.
Hogg RT1, Hammill JA1, Mwawasi K1, Chew MV1, Poznanski SM1, Nham T1, Lee AJ1, Bramson JL1,
Ashkar AA1.
1Pathology and Molecular Medicine, McMaster Immunology Research Centre, McMaster
University, Hamilton, ON.

Despite significant improvements in early detection and treatments, around 40,000 women are
expected to die from breast cancer in the United States in 2017, necessitating new and improved
treatment strategies for more aggressive forms of breast cancer. In healthy individuals, Natural
Killer (NK) cells have an intrinsic ability to distinguish between malignant cells and healthy cells and
eliminate tumour cells. However, breast cancer patients have fewer NK cells which demonstrate
diminished anti tumour activities (often due to the presence of inhibitory factors in the tumour
micro environment). The expression of a Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) could be used to
increase the anti tumour efficacy of primary NK cells in a specific manner. Until recently there have
been two major obstacles in the clinical application of NK against tumours: 1) The inability to
expand and obtain sufficient numbers of functional autologous NK cells; 2) Difficulties in arming
primary autologous NK cells with antigen specific receptor (such as CAR) to improve their tumour
specific killing in vitro. Here we describe the arming of primary NK cells with a CAR specific for
HER2, a tumour associated antigen heavily upregulated in HER2+ breast cancers. Our preliminary
results demonstrate that high levels of HER2 specific CAR expression can be achieved in ex vivo
expanded primary NK cells, and that HER2/CAR expressing NK cells demonstrate increased anti
tumour activity specifically against HER2+ tumour targets. Furthermore, the process of conferring
HER2/CAR expression does not negatively impact the NK cells anti tumour activity and ability to
respond to stimulation by cytokines. We believe that the use of primary CAR NK cells could
constitute a therapeutic strategy which recoups the efficacy.
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ABSTRACT # 4

Redirecting gene engineered T cells through covalent attachment of targeting ligands to a
universal immune receptor

Authors: Nicholas Minutolo1, Prannda Sharma1, Andrew Tsourkas2 and Daniel Powell Jr1.
1 Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Perelman School of Medicine, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 2 Department of Bioengineering,Â University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Abstract
Infusion of T cells genetically engineered to express a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) is a promising
approach for the treatment of certain cancers. Though CAR T cells are highly efficacious against
CD19+ hematological malignancies, many limitations exist in broadening their use. Conventional
CAR T cells specifically target a single tumor associated antigen (TAA), limiting their effectiveness
against tumors with heterogeneous TAA expression. Additionally, stably engineered CAR T cells can
continually proliferate in the presence of antigen, potentially causing toxicity without a method of
elimination. To overcome these issues, we and others have developed a variety of universal
immune receptors (UIRs) that allow for targeting of multiple TAAs with a single receptor expressing
T cell. Although these UIRs are a promising new technology, their reliance on noncovalent
interactions between receptor and targeting ligand can lead to potential issues of affinity,
specificity and activity.

In this study, we demonstrate the first universal immune receptor platform that allows for
endowment of function through post translational covalent attachment of targeting ligands,
securing their loading on the T cell surface while expanding recognition specificity. Our UIR platform
employs the use of the proteins SpyCatcher and SpyTag, that, when combined, can form a covalent
bond with high efficiency both in vitro and in vivo. We demonstrate that a SpyCatcher immune
receptor (SCIR) composed of an extracellular SpyCatcher domain attached to intracellular T cell
signaling motifs is expressed in primary human T cells and allows for specific T cell activation and
cytokine secretion against plate bound SpyTag labeled targeting ligands. In the presence of SpyTag
labeled targeting antibody, SCIR T cells recognize and lyse antigen expressing human tumor cells in
a target specific and dose dependent fashion. Notably, tumors lysis can be induced through the
administration of SpyTag labeled targeting antibody during co culture of unarmed SCIR T cells and
tumor cells. The SpyCatcher immune receptor (SCIR) is the first universal immune receptor
designed for its the capacity to covalently bind targeting ligands and redirect T cells against a
diverse array of antigens, addressing current limitations of conventional CAR T cell therapy.
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ABSTRACT # 5

Thematic Area: Cell Therapies; Regulators of Immune Resistance/Response; Emerging
Therapies and Immune Mechanisms of Action

CD28 Mediated Pro Survival Signaling Regulates Autophagy in Multiple Myeloma
Authors: Peng Peng, Colin Chavel, Carlson Louise, Kelvin Lee

Abstract
Multiple myeloma (MM) is a monoclonal plasma cell malignancy. In spite of advances in treatment
of MM, many patients fail to respond to current therapeutic strategies that incorporate
proteasome inhibitors and immunomodulatory drugs, and nearly all patients relapse, suggesting
that substantial therapeutic challenges remain. Macroautophagy is one of the major mechanisms
for resistance to proteasome inhibitor treatment including bortezomib. Macroautopahgy, referred
to as autophagy, is a conserved self digestive recycling process that sustains cell metabolism under
stress conditions. Multiple groups have reported elevated autophagy in MM cell lines and primary
patient cells. While the regulation of autophagy in MM remains unclear, evidence supports that
autophagy has opposing roles in cancer biology: suppressing tumor development through
promotion of caspase induced apoptosis and supporting myeloma resistance to stress. Therefore,
understanding the molecular mechanisms of autophagy in MM cells is required to design better
therapeutic strategies. Previously, it has been found that co stimulatory molecule CD28, which has
an established role in T cell biology, mediates intrinsic signaling to regulate MM cells proliferation,
survival and chemotherapeutic resistance. In this study, we found that CD28 signaling regulates
autophagy in MM cells under stress conditions. Anti CD28 treatment in the myeloma cell line
MM1S induced elevated LC3 lipidation and increased the number of autophagosomes per cell, both
of which indicate an up regulation in autophagy activity. Meanwhile, Anti CD28 treatment
improved MM1S cells survival under serum deprivation condition. Addition of the autophagy
inhibitor Bafilomycin A1 to anti CD28 treated cells is unable to rescue MM1S survival under serum
deprivation conditions. Taken together, these results may indicate a role for autophagy
downstream of CD28 mediated pro survival signaling.
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ABSTRACT # 6

Improving Dendritic Cell Vaccination: Donâ€™t Throw the Non Classical Monocytes Out with the
Bath Water

Authors: Nicholas Hoffend1, Thomas Schwaab1,2, Alexander Wald1, Mohammad Habiby Kermany1, Anand
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Abstract
Cellular immunotherapies such as dendritic cell (DC) vaccination have had success in treating non
localized malignancies, with up to 50% objective response rates reported in clinical trials. The
influence of monocytes, the starting material for most DC vaccines, on patient responses remains
under investigated. Recently, three subsets of monocytes have been described (classical,
intermediate, and non classical), each with distinct functional properties and prevalence. However,
their roles in anti tumor immunity, particularly in the context of DC vaccination, are unclear. The
goal of this study was to determine whether DC derived from any of these functional monocyte
subsets are superior activators of T cells and if pretreatment monocyte subset composition can
predict responses to vaccination. Classical, intermediate, and non classical monocytes were isolated
from metastatic renal cell carcinoma (RCC) patients prior to DC vaccination (NCT00085436) or
anonymous donors. DC derived from non classical and intermediate monocytes were superior in
their ability to induce T cell proliferation and expressed higher levels of hallmark costimulatory
molecules including CD80 and CD86 compared to DC originating from classical monocytes. DC
derived from non classical monocytes secreted higher levels of IL 12p70 compared to DC from
intermediate and classical monocytes. Patients treated with DC vaccination who were long term
survivors (>100 month survival) had a unique monocyte signature whereby more than twice as
many intermediate and non classical monocytes were present in pretreatment peripheral blood
compared to anonymous donors (P < 0.05). Pretreatment peripheral blood from long term
survivors also contained fewer classical monocytes compared to all other groups (P < 0.05). These
findings provide the foundation for strategies that enrich intermediate and non classical monocytes
prior to vaccination. Future studies will evaluate whether pretreatment non classical monocytes are
increased in responders to additional immunotherapies including immune checkpoint blockade.
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Bispecific T cell engager armed oncolytic virus improves the anti tumor effect of CAR T cell
therapy
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Abstract
T cells modified to express a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR T) have shown significant promise in
clinical trials to treat B cell malignancies but have more limited efficacy in solid tumors. Oncolytic
viruses may have a dual benefit in combination with T cells of debulking the tumor to allow better T
cell infiltration and of creating a danger signal to overcome the immunosuppressive environment
and spur T cell activation. Here, we hypothesized that an oncolytic virus armed with a bispecific T
cell engager (BiTE) would improve T cell activation and enhance the overall anti tumor effect of
CAR T cell therapy in the solid tumor microenvironment.

In this project, an E1a based oncolytic adenovirus (ICOVIR 15K) modified to express a BiTE targeting
EGFR under the major late promoter (ICOVIR 15K cBiTE) was combined with CAR T cells targeting
FRa antigen (Mov19 ICOSz CAR T).

The combination therapy of CAR T cells and ICOVIR15K cBiTE significantly improved cytotoxicity in
coculture experiments compared to each element alone. The therapy also improved T cell
activation and proliferation and resulted in increased cytokine production. In contrast, the addition
of the parental non armed virus, ICOVIR 15K, showed only a moderate improvement in cytotoxicity
and T cell proliferation and no improvement in T cell activation or cytokine production.

To examine the effect of the combination therapy in vivo, NSG mice bearing HCT116, SKOV3 or
Panc 1 tumors expressing FRa and EGFR were treated with ICOVIR 15K cBiTE (intratumorally) and
CAR T cells (intravenously). The combination therapy resulted in significantly decreased tumor
growth and increased survival in all three models. In contrast, CAR T therapy or oncolytic virus
treatment alone showed only moderate anti tumor effect.

Overall, these results demonstrate that combining a cBiTE armed oncolytic adenovirus with
adoptive CAR T cell therapy improves proliferation, activation, and cytotoxicity in vitro and
increases anti tumor efficacy in mouse models of solid tumors.
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Entolimod, a clinical stage TLR5 agonist, activates antitumor T cell immunity against liver and
lung metastases through distinct mechanisms

Authors: Craig M. Brackett, Bojidar M. Kojouharov, Kellee F. Greene, Nicholas H. Trageser, Sandra O. Gollnick,
Lyudmila G. Burdelya, Scott I. Abrams, and Andrei V. Gudkov
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Abstract
Innate immune modulators can generate an antitumor T cell response. However, significant
toxicities associated with systemic administration have significantly limited their clinical use. The
natural TLR5 agonist flagellin is unique among innate immune modulators because the tissue
specificity of TLR5 expression induces a uniquely safe profile of cytokines following systemic TLR5
activation. Entolimod, a pharmacologically optimized flagellin derivative, was initially developed to
treat and prevent acute radiation syndrome with demonstrated efficacy in rodents and non human
primates. Systemic administration of entolimod also showed antitumor effects in preclinical mouse
models of uveal melanoma, lymphoma, mammary, and colorectal liver metastases. Entolimod
suppresses liver metastasis through activation of NF kB , AP 1 , and STAT 3 driven
immunomodulatory pathways in hepatocytes followed by a highly coordinated CD4+ T cell
independent NK DC CD8+ T cell response. Although these studies characterized entolimod as a liver
tropic immunotherapy, entolimod also suppresses spontaneous mammary lung metastasis. In
contrast to the liver metastatic model, CD4+ T cells are required for the antitumor NK and CD8+ T
cell response, indicating that the etiology of the cancer may explain the difference in the
therapeutic effects of TLR5 agonists. Taken together these results further strengthen that TLR5
agonists are a safe, effective and broadly applicable immunotherapeutic agent against metastases,
which are currently a major cause of cancer associated mortality. Recent completion of a phase I
trial of entolimod in patients with advanced metastatic solid tumors has provided the rationale to
test that the efficacy demonstrated in animal cancer models can be translated into immunotherapy
of human tumors.
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PD L1 expression promotes epithelial to mesenchymal transition in human esophageal cancer

Authors: Department of Immunology, University of Pittsburgh

Abstract
In our present study, we have examined the correlation between expression of PD L1 and markers
of epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) in human esophageal cancer. We have also
determined the role of PD L1 in EMT, our clinical and pathological data demonstrated that tumor
samples in the EMT positive subgroup had higher PD L1 expression than those in the EMT negative
subgroup. By manipulating PD L1 expression in Eca 109 cells either through ablation or
overexpression of wild type and the cytoplasmic domain truncated mutant, we demonstrated that
PD L1 expression significantly promoted the cell viability, invasion, migration, cell cycle, and EMT
phenotype. Furthermore, our study also indicated that PD 1 fusion protein mediated stimulation of
PD L1 and its cytoplasmic domain truncated mutant played a critical role in promoting EMT
phenotype of Eca 109 cells, thereby suggesting that PD 1 receptor usually by triggering the reverse
signaling can effect PD L1 mediated regulation of esophageal cancer cell response. Collectively, our
study reveals a tumor cell autonomous role of PD L1 signaling in promoting EMT.
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Strategic inhibition of adenosine A2A receptor (A2AR) by CPI 444 improves CD8+:Treg ratios and
enhances T cell killing of a HER 2/neu expressing murine tumor
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Abstract
It has been demonstrated that a higher CD8+ to CD4+FoxP3+ T regulatory cells (Tregs) ratio
coincides with improved therapeutic outcomes for patients receiving immunotherapies in the clinic.
Adenosine is an abundant extracellular signaling molecule in the tumor microenvironment (TME) of
many cancers. Signal transduction through A2AR enhances the immunosuppressive activity of Tregs
while simultaneously attenuating tumor specific CD4+/CD8+ T cells. We have evaluated the
appropriate coordination and dosing for a small molecule inhibitor of A2AR (CPI 444) in a Her
2/neu expressing murine model of breast cancer. We have demonstrated its capacity to augment
existing therapeutic strategies in this tolerant model. We tested the role of CPI 444 when given
with a T cell inducing vaccine. Neu expressing mammary tumor bearing HER 2/neu transgenic (Neu
N) mice were administered combinations of low dose Cytoxan (Cy) to deplete Tregs, followed one
day later with a granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM CSF) and neu expressing
whole cell vaccine (GVAX). Mice received adoptively transferred high avidity naive neu specific
CD8+ T cells intravenously one day after vaccination. Cy, followed by concomitant administration of
GVAX with 100mg/kg of CPI 444 for 14 days, and a single adoptive therapy treatment provided a
55% overall survival (OS) compared with 0% 20% OS in vehicle controls (P<0.005). We have
observed broad and specific changes in the T cell compartment of the tumor infiltrating leukocyte
(TIL) population; a refinement in the T cell portion of the TIL with decreased numbers of T cells
overall, but an increase in specific prognostic ratios, namely a relative increase in favorability of the
CD8+:Treg ratio when compared to controls (P<0.05). We hypothesize that strategic combination
therapy of CPI 444 with existing therapeutics can refine the local immune profile to enhance
favorable outcomes in vivo. CPI 444 is currently involved in numerous clinical trials; this work may
provide rationale for the expansion of these trials into new cancer types.
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CpG redirects macrophages to overcome inhibitory CD47 expressed by tumor cells in pancreas
cancer
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Abstract
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) features prominent macrophage infiltration into the
tumor microenvironment. Though the presence of macrophages may hasten disease progression,
they can also be imbued with anti tumor functions. The ability of macrophages to target and
phagocytose tumor cells is regulated by pro and anti phagocytic signals present in the tumor
microenvironment. A major anti phagocytic signal is CD47, which is highly expressed by tumor cells
and suppresses macrophage phagocytosis in multiple cancers, including PDAC. In our studies, we
found that genetic knockout of CD47 in a murine PDAC line did not inhibit tumor growth upon
transplantation into immunocompetent hosts, and that CD47 loss was not sufficient for inducing in
vitro engulfment of PDAC cells by macrophages. Upon stimulation with CpG, however,
macrophages were capable of phagocytosing PDAC cells and mediating anti tumor activity which
were enhanced by loss of CD47. In vivo, macrophages expressing CSF1 receptor as well as
macrophage precursors were critical for the anti tumor response triggered by CpG. Taken together,
our studies show that CpG can potentiate macrophages with anti tumor activity that bypasses CD47
as an inhibitory checkpoint, and in doing so, restore innate immunosurveillance in PDAC. We
propose that successful macrophage based immunotherapies in PDAC will be predicated on
redirecting macrophages toward an anti tumor state.
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Adrenergic signaling impairs activation of CD8+T cells by blocking metabolic reprogramming
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Abstract
Adrenergic stress promotes tumor progression by several mechanisms. Mice housed at standard
housing temperature (ST, 22C) experience chronic adrenergic cold stress sufficient to elevate
norepinephrine (NE) levels compared to mice housed at thermoneutrality (TT, 30C) and we found
that tumors grow faster at ST. We have also previously reported that the anti tumor immune
response is suppressed at ST. CD8+T cells isolated from 4T1 tumors in these mice have reduced
expression of markers of activation (CD69, glut 1) and effector function (IFN). These deficits are
reversed by housing mice at TT which reduced adrenergic stress. New data from our lab shows that
treating mice at ST with the adrenergic receptor antagonist propranolol also reverses
immunosuppression. Coincident with this effect, we see increased cell surface expression of the
glucose transporter glut 1 on CD8+T cells, which is critical for glycolysis. Based on the fact that T cell
activation and function require up regulation of glycolysis (i.e. metabolic reprogramming), we
hypothesize that adrenergic signaling impairs the antitumor efficacy of CD8+T cells by impairing
metabolic reprogramming. To test this hypothesis, CD8+ T cells were isolated from BALB/c mice and
activated with anti CD3/CD28 antibodies +/ the AR agonist isoproterenol (ISO). Using Seahorse
Extracellular Flux Analysis to compare the bioenergetics of control and ISO treated CD8+T cells, we
found that adrenergic signaling significantly reduced both ECAR (rate of glycolysis) and the ratio of
oxidative phosphorylation/glycolytic rate (OCR/ECAR). These data support the idea that adrenergic
signaling blocks metabolic reprogramming in CD8+ T cells thereby inhibiting T cell activation.
Current work is focused on identifying the precise intracellular pathways by which adrenergic
signaling and T cell metabolism intersect.

This work was supported by grants from the New York State Department of Health Peter T. Rowley
Breast Cancer Research Grant (C028252) and the Roswell Park Cancer Institute Alliance Foundation.
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Abstract
Radiation therapy is effective at treating many cancers due to its ability to kill tumor cells and
stimulate anti tumor immunity. Unfortunately, radioresistance remains a major therapeutic
obstacle. Recent studies indicate that norepinephrine released from sympathetic nerves suppresses
immunity and promotes tumor cell survival via beta adrenergic receptor (beta AR) signaling. Our
laboratory has shown that the mandated ambient housing temperature of laboratory mice
(~22degrees C) induces a mild, but chronic, cold stress. This stress stimulates norepinephrine
release and heat production through beta AR signaling on brown adipocytes. Moreover, we have
shown that this excess beta AR activation drives tumor cell intrinsic resistance to chemotherapy in
murine tumor models and impaired T cell effector function in models of graft versus host disease.
These findings led us to hypothesize that beta AR signaling promotes radioresistance in tumor cells
while suppressing T cell mediated anti tumor immunity.

In vitro, we performed clonogenic assays to evaluate tumor cell intrinsic radioresistance. Treatment
with the beta AR agonist, isoproterenol, significantly increased the survival of Pan02 cells
(abundant beta AR expression) exposed to escalating doses of radiation (0 8 Gy), but had no impact
on 4T1 cells (no beta AR expression). In vivo, CT26 tumor cells were implanted subcutaneously into
the leg of BALB/c and SCID mice. After tumors became palpable, beta blocker (propranolol) or PBS
injections were initiated, and mice received localized radiation (6 Gy). Combining propranolol and
radiation significantly slowed tumor growth compared to radiation alone in the presence and
absence of adaptive immunity. Flow cytometry analysis of intra tumoral T cells showed a significant
increase in the frequency of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells expressing the effector molecules IFN gamma
and granzyme B in the combination group compared to radiation alone.

These data indicate that beta AR blockade increases both tumor cell intrinsic radiosensitivity and
promotes anti tumor immunity. Therefore, use of FDA approved beta blockers may improve patient
responses to radiation therapy.
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Abstract
Long lived plasma cells (LLPCs) are essential for sustained antibody responses and protective
humoral immunity. How these cells maintain longevity and a durable antibody response is largely
dependent on the complex nature of the bone marrow microenvironment in which these cells
reside, and the pro survival factors produced in this niche. Work in our lab has shown that CD28 is
required for LLPC survival, and that Indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase (IDO), an enzyme that catabolizes
tryptophan, is produced as a result of back signaling from CD28:CD80/CD86 interactions between
plasma cells and bone marrow myeloid derived DCs. IDO is classically known to contribute to an
immunosuppressive environment through its depletion of tryptophan (specifically with respect to T
cells). However, to our great surprise we found that there are fewer LLPCs present in the bone
marrow of IDO knockout mice in comparison to wild type mice. Additionally, live cell numbers of
purified plasma cells in vitro in tryptophan free media and IDO conditioned media are greater than
in media alone. These conditions also caused autophagy to occur in these plasma cells, a process
shown to be required for LLPC survival. This leads us to propose a model where CD28, through back
signaling to CD80/CD86, induces IDO production which leads to depletion of tryptophan and causes
induction of autophagy, a mechanism LLPCs use to compete and survive within the bone marrow
microenvironment.

Funding: T32 CA085183
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Abstract
Pancreatic cancer is the 3rd leading cause of cancer death in the United States. It is associated with
a dismal prognosis with a 5 year survival rate of less than 9% for all stages. Furthermore, cachexia,
defined as severe weight loss due to depletion of muscle mass that is not reversible with
conventional nutritional support, is seen in 85% of pancreatic cancer patients. Cachexia contributes
significantly to morbidity and mortality, as nearly one third of pancreatic cancer deaths are due to
cachexia rather than tumor burden. The mechanisms behind the development of cachexia are
poorly understood. Therefore, there is an urgent need to better understand cachexia in pancreatic
cancer in order to develop targeted therapeutics and improve clinical outcomes. Here, we describe
the characterization of a novel mouse model of pancreatic cancer induced cachexia. Athymic nude
mice were injected orthotopically into the pancreas with 1x10^6 AsPC 1 pancreatic tumor cells.
Body weight and food consumption were measured two to three times weekly. Muscle function
was analyzed by grip strength just prior to sacrifice. At 6 weeks post injection, mice were
euthanized and muscle was collected for qPCR and Western blot analysis of cachexia biomarkers.
Compared to tumor free mice, AsPC 1 tumor bearing mice had a significantly decreased percent
body weight loss at day 42. Muscle weight and adipose tissue were also significantly decreased.
Food consumption was mildly, but not significantly, decreased. Grip strength was significantly
decreased relative to control mice. qPCR analysis of gastrocnemius muscle showed upregulation of
several cachexia associated biomarkers, including E3 ligases Atrogin 1 and MuRF1, IL 6 receptor,
Stat3, and Socs3. Western blot analysis demonstrated increased expression of phosphorylated
Stat3 in muscle. These data indicate that the AsPC 1 orthotopic model recapitulates several aspects
of cancer cachexia, and represents a useful model for further mechanistic and therapeutic
development targeting pancreatic cancer induced cachexia.
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Abstract
Conventional chemotherapy (chemo) for locally advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC) and metastatic
pancreatic cancer (PC) is associated with poor responses and survival rates. Retargeting anti CD3
activated T cells (ATC) with anti CD3 x anti EGFR bispecific antibody (EGFRBi) makes every activated
T cell (ATC) into a non MHC restricted EGFR specific cytotoxic T lymphocyte [1]. Engaging CD3 on T
cells and EGFR on Mia PACA 2 induces cytokine secretion, proliferation, cytotoxicity by ATC and
inhibition of tumor growth [2]. Infusions of ATC armed with anti CD3 x anti HER2 (HER2Bi) in
metastatic breast cancer (MBC) showed that patients with Her2 3+ MBC with median OS of 36
months and evidence of anti breast cancer immunity [3]. In this study, anti CD3 x anti EGFR
bispecific antibody (EGFRBi) armed T cells (EGFR BATs) were infused into 5 metastatic PC patients
and 6 colorectal cancer patients at Karmanos Cancer Institute on an IRB, FDA approved Protocol
#2014 025 in a phase I dose escalation involving 3 weekly infusions of 10, 20, and 40 x 109
BATs/infusion followed by a booster infusion 3 months later.

In the 5 PC patients, one patient was stable for 6.5 months and 2 patients in whom infusions of
EGFR BATs may have sensitized the tumor to subsequent therapy. The median OS in 5 patients is 31
months with the median time to progression (TTP) of 7.0 months. Patient IT20102 received BATs
and was stable (tumor decreased 27%) at 6.5 mos. IT20091 had a remarkable clinical response to
chemotherapy after progressing after EGFR BATs immunotherapy at 4.6 months. After 3 infusions,
patient IT2010 had a flare or progression and was restarted on Xeloda which lead to a complete
response. This phase I shows: 1) long term stabilization in several patients; 2) a persistent complete
responder after BATs "progression" followed by chemotherapy; 3) improved chemotherapy
responsiveness after EGFRBi BATs therapy; and 4) two patients with slow progressive disease who
survived beyond 400 days. Survival for the 5 patients was 13.6, 14.5, 30.9 (alive in CR), 31 (alive,
stable), and 31.0 months after enrollment, respectively (1 10 17). The first patient in a phase II
protocol who received 8 infusions of EGFR BATs and low dose IL 2 and GM CSF has metastatic liver
disease that has been stable for 10 months without any other form of treatment. Targeting PC with
EGFR BATs resulted in improved survival and remarkable post immunotherapy chemotherapy
responses in a small series of patients. The data suggest that not only due EGFR BATs infusions
provide an antitumor effect but man sensitize tumors to subsequent chemotherapy.
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Abstract
Studies have shown that an increased density of intratumoral mutations is associated with
objective response to checkpoint blockade. We and others believe mutations in the tumor generate
immunogenic mutation associated neoantigens (MANAs) that can be targeted by the immune
system following checkpoint blockade. Despite this, it is often difficult to detect MANA specific
responses in peripheral blood from treated patients when using traditional assays like IFN gamma
ELISpot and ICS. A fundamental characteristic of the adaptive immune response is the ability of T
cells to undergo clonal expansion following stimulation with their cognate antigen. We therefore
developed the sensitive and specific MANA functional expansion of specific T cells (MANAFEST)
assay to experimentally and bioinformatically identify antigen specific responses via next
generation TCR V beta CDR3 sequencing of T cells cultured with candidate MANA peptides. Using
this assay, significantly and specifically expanded clones can be matched with clones detected in the
tumor and can be tracked in the periphery before and after treatment. Multimer staining validation
experiments have confirmed that >85% of T cells considered positive by MANAFEST are indeed
specific for the antigen of interest. We have performed this assay on samples from patients with
multiple tumor types receiving anti PD 1 immunotherapy and have detected tumor specific
reactivity in cases where IFN gamma ELISpot did not. The MANAFEST assay, comprised of the in
vitro T cell culture and a rigorous statistical analysis, is a novel liquid biopsy approach for immune
monitoring of peripheral MANA specific T cell responses and can be used as a biomarker of tumor
recognition and possibly of response to immunotherapy.
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Abstract
The presence of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) are a positive prognostic factor in various
human cancers, including ovarian cancer (OC), however, intraepithelial TILs are only present in
~50% of cases, not all TILs are tumor reactive, and the response rates to immune checkpoint
inhibitor monotherapy have generally been poor (~10%). To gain a better understanding of the
immunobiology of human cancer and to develop more effective immunotherapeutic approaches, it
is critical to identify and deeply interrogate tumor reactive immune cells. Our lab has identified
CD137 as a biomarker for naturally occurring tumor reactive T cells in various types of solid tumors.
CD137+ TILs have anti tumor capabilities ex vivo, however, they were unable to fully eliminate
tumors in vivo in xenograft models of human cancer. This result led us to hypothesize that other
factors might limit the antitumor potential of tumor reactive TILs including the preferential
expression of multiple immune inhibitory molecules. Using conventional flow cytometry, we found
that CD137+ TILs preferentially expressed PD 1, CTLA 4, Tim3, and interferon gamma cytokine,
compared to CD137 TILs. To evaluate the co expression of a broad spectrum of inhibitory, agonistic
and effector markers, we developed a 33 analyte dysfunctional T cell signature antibody panel for
use in time of flight (CyTOF) mass cytometry, and used viSNE clustering analysis to deep phenotype
the expression of these molecules in CD137+ TILs in human cancer.

CyTOF with viSNE analysis confirmed our flow findings, and found that CD137+ TIL have distinct
cellular clusters bearing inhibitory markers that were absent in CD137 populations. Clusters of
CD137+ TILs expressing PD 1, also co expressed CTLA4, Tim3 and 2B4 at high levels. One unique
cluster of CD137+ TILs lacked PD 1, CTLA4, and Tim3 but was positive for Lag3 and 2B4. Cell
populations with the greatest expression of inhibitory molecules also appeared to be the most
activated, as they had the highest expression of CD25 and CD69. Taken together, mass cytometry
analysis provides an in depth view of the immune landscape of tumor reactive T cells in human
cancer and serves as a guidepost for the rationale design of combination immune checkpoint
inhibition trials.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to: 1) determine the ability of a novel small molecule inhibitor of prolyl
hydroxylase 3, AKB 6899, to induce mRNA and protein expression of Desmoplakin (DSP) in
metastatic human breast tumor cells; 2) evaluate DSP function in regulating tumor cell migration
and aggregation; 3) assess toxicity on both normal mammary epithelial and breast tumor cells; and
4) in ongoing work, assess its potential as a treatment for metastatic breast cancer using patient
derived xenografts (PDX) in vivo.

DSP is a member of the plakin family and major protein component of the desmosome. It serves as
the anchoring protein for keratin cytoskeletal filaments intracellularly and cadherin proteins
extracellularly to maintain strong adhesive junctions between cells. Clinically, DSP expression is
reduced as breast cancer progresses and its loss predicts a poor prognosis and increased risk of
metastasis.

We demonstrate that AKB 6899 augments DSP mRNA expression in both mouse and human breast
cancer cells by qRT PCR and DSP protein expression using immunofluorescence microscopy. More
importantly, we show that this up regulation of DSP induces functional changes in tumor cells by
significantly increasing tumor cell aggregation and decreasing cell migration on both 2D surfaces
and 3D nanofiber coated matrices. These effects are observed using concentrations of AKB 6899
that are not toxic to the cells as shown by MTT and Trypan Blue exclusion assays.

In summary, our pre clinical data supports the potential for AKB 6899 as a novel therapy for
metastatic breast cancers which lose DSP expression as they progress.
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Abstract
Tie2 expressing monocytes (TEMs) are a distinct subset of pro angiogenic monocytes selectively
recruited into tumors in breast cancer patients. Due to the hypoxic nature of the tumor
microenvironment, we investigated if oxygen regulates the trafficking of these cells into tumors or
if these monocytes differentiated to TEMs once inside the tumor proper. To delineate involvement
of the hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) subunits in this process, we derived macrophages from bone
marrow of LysM Cre control, HIF 1fl/fl/LysM Cre, or HIF 2fl/fl/LysM Cre mice and found that the
population of F4/80+/Tie2+ TEMs from wild type and HIF 2 deficient macrophages increased when
exposed to hypoxia while no such increase was observed in HIF 1Î± deficient macrophages. To
understand if HIF 1 regulates F4/80+/Tie2+ cell chemotaxis into the tumor or if HIF 1 drives the
differentiation of F4/80+/Tie2 cells to Tie2 positivity, we orthotopically implanted PyMT breast
tumor cells into the mammary fat pads of LysMcre control, HIF 1fl/fl/LysM Cre, or HIF 2fl/fl/LysM
Cre mice and evaluated TEM infiltration, tumor angiogenesis, and metastatic potential (circulating
tumor cells and micrometastases to the lung). There was no difference in the percentage of TEMs in
the bone marrow (CD45+/Tie2+) or peripheral blood (CD11b+/CD31 /Gr 1lo/Tie2+) compartments
among the mouse groups. In contrast, HIF 1fl/fl/LysM Cre mice had a significantly smaller
percentage of TEMs in tumors compared to wild type or HIF 2fl/fl/LysM Cre mice even though the
percentage of total F4/80+ macrophages was unchanged. Further, this observed loss of TEMs in the
HIF 1fl/fl/LysM Cre mice correlated with significantly less tumor angiogenesis as measured by
CD31. Finally, the percent of TEMs in the tumors better correlated with the amount of circulating
tumor cells and pulmonary micrometastases than the percent of total tumor F4/80+ macrophages.
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Abstract
Host immunity in cancer has been associated with improved patient survival. However, IFNg
secreted by tumor infiltrating lymphocytes induces PD L1 and PD L2, immunosuppressive ligands,
on cancer cells that can inhibit anti tumor immunity and promote tumor outgrowth. Here, we
found that IFNg secreted from activated cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) is the primary cytokine
universally driving time and concentration dependent PD L1/L2 protein upregulation and RNA
transcription in established cell lines of various cancer types, as well as cancer cell lines recently
immortalized from patients. PD L1/L2 induction by CTL supernatants containing multiple
proinflammatory cytokines was completely reversible upon withdrawal of cytokine and could be
prevented by the addition of an IFN neutralizing antibody alone, ruling out major contributing roles
for other CTL secreted cytokines, and partially inhibited by administration of dexamethasone, an
anti inflammatory agent. Similarly, cytokines produced by antigen presenting cells (APCs), i.e. IFNb
and IL 27, also induced PD L1/L2 upregulation in human tumors. We next explored the signaling
events required for cytokine induced PD L1/L2 expression and found extensive genetic and
pharmacologic evidence indicating that JAK2 STAT1/3 activation is required for CTL secreted
cytokine (IFNg) and antigen presenting cell associated cytokine (IFNb and IL 27) induced PD L1/L2
upregulation in human tumors. In support of this, a pan JAK, a JAK2 or a STAT3 selective inhibitor
all completely prevented IFNg, IFNb or IL 27 induced upregulation of PD L1/L2 in all cancer cell lines
examined. Further, specific mutations in JAK2 rendered tumor cells incapable of upregulating PD
L1/L2 in response to exogenously applied IFNg or IFNb, and shRNA knockdown of STAT1 or STAT3
significantly attenuated PD L1/2 upregulation in response to IFNg, IFNb and IL 27. In conclusion, the
results of this study implicate JAK2 STAT1/3 as a cornerstone of activated T cell and APC secreted
cytokine induced PD L1/2 upregulation by cancer cells, and suggest pharmacological or genetic
approaches targeting cancer cell JAK STAT signaling could be utilized translationally, prior to or in
between administrations of immunotherapy, to precondition and sensitize tumors to immune
attack.
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Abstract
The focus of immunotherapy has been on CD8 and CD4 tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs),
however, tumor infiltrating B cells (TIL Bs) are understudied with no focus on their role as antigen
presenting cells. We hypothesize that TIL Bs help generate potent, long term immune responses
against cancer by presenting tumor antigens to CD4 TILs.

Using un manipulated, primary human B cells from fresh tumor, we generated a specific in vitro
antigen presentation assay and observed three types of CD4 TIL responses when TIL Bs presented
autologous tumor antigens. There were activated responder CD4 TILs that proliferated when
combined with TIL Bs alone, which indicates stimulation with endogenous tumor antigens. There
were antigen associated responders that required autologous tumor lysate to elicit a CD4 TIL
response, and there were patient CD4 TILs that did not respond to antigen presentation. Exhausted
B cells have been described in chronic infection i.e. HIV, and thus, to parallel our studies to a model
of chronic infection, we analyzed activated and exhausted TIL Bs with our antigen presentation
assay. If TIL Bs were activated (HLADR+CD69+CD27+CD21+), the resultant CD4 TILs were T helper
(anti tumor) CD4 T cells and if the TIL Bs were exhausted (HLADR+CD69+CD27 CD21 ), the resultant
CD4 TILs were T regulatory cells (pro tumor). These data suggest that TIL Bs influence CD4 TILs in
NSCLC patient tumors.

In conclusion, determining if TIL Bs are activated or exhausted in NSCLC patients will determine the
extent of their anti tumor function in human cancer. Ultimately, results from this study will dictate
how to target TIL Bs in future immunotherapies.
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Abstract
Understanding the role of individual cellular and acellular components of the tumor
microenvironment is critical to the development of novel therapeutic strategies to augment tumor
immunity and improve patient outcomes. Such studies have been hampered by the lack of suitable
in vivo models. We report here a simple and reliable model in which patient derived cells or cell
aggregates implanted intraperitoneally into severely immunodeficient NSG mice establish tumor
xenografts with stromal cells within the omentum. The rapid (one week) establishment of tumor
xenografts within this small anatomically well defined site enables the recovery, characterization,
and quantification of tumor and tumor associated cells. Using ovarian tumors, we validate here the
ability of the omental tumor xenograft (OTX) model to quantify changes in tumor cell number in
response to therapy, to quantify changes in the tumor vasculature, and to demonstrate and study
the immunosuppressive effects of the tumor microenvironment. We also show that the ovarian
tumor associated T cells originally present within the tumor tissues are hypo responsive to
activation, and that fully functional autologous T cells injected into tumor bearing mice localize
within the tumor xenograft following which they are rendered unresponsive to activation. The OTX
model has also been used to establish B cell Non Hodgkin Lymphoma xenografts including low
grade tumors such as follicular and marginal zone lymphomas. We establish with these xenografts,
the dependence of neoplastic B cell survival and differentiation upon stromal cells within the tumor
microenvironment. The OTX model thus provides for the first time, the opportunity to study in vivo,
the cellular and molecular events contributing to survival, differentiation and behavior of a variety
of human tumors. We are currently attempting to validate the OTX model to predict ovarian and
melanoma cancer patients responses to immune therapy with anti checkpoint antibodies to PD 1
and CTLA 4.
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Abstract
Tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) have been identified as key pro tumor players in the
microenvironment, and reported functions include improving tumor vascularization, matrix
remodeling, and immunosuppression. Clinically, TAM density generally correlates with worse
overall prognosis in most types of solid cancer. Folate receptor (FR) is a myeloid lineage antigen
expressed on TAMs in human patients, and in mouse models of cancer its expression is significantly
upregulated on macrophages in the tumor microenvironment. Here, we tested the central
hypothesis that elimination of immunosuppressive TAMs using FR specific chimeric antigen
receptor (CAR) T cells will disrupt the tumor microenvironment and inhibit tumor progression,
thereby improving the efficacy of CAR T cell therapy in solid tumors such as ovarian cancer.

To model the effect of targeting TAMs in the dynamic tumor microenvironment, we developed a
mouse FR specific CAR platform (CL10) for use in a fully immunocompetent, syngeneic mouse
ovarian tumor model that recapitulates the human condition. For in vivo studies, a single dose
strategy of CAR T cells at day 5 of ex vivo expansion combined with lymphodepleting
preconditioning and IL 2 administration was used.

Administration of FR specific CAR T cells resulted in a comprehensive elimination of the FR+ TAM
subset in the tumor microenvironment and produced a mild but statistically significant anti tumor
effect against FR negative cancer cells that was similar in kinetic to that achieved using mesothelin
specific CAR T cells that directly target tumor cells. Targeting FR with CAR T cells also resulted in a
mild to severe toxicity in treated mice that was transient and which may be associated with FR
protein expression in healthy liver Kupffer cells and cardiac macrophages.

In conclusion, the targeting of FR expressing macrophages in the tumor microenvironment with
CAR T cells induces antitumor responses in solid tumors and holds the potential to enhance the
overall therapeutic efficacy of conventional CAR T cell therapies that directly target solid tumor
antigens.
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Abstract
Purpose: Radiation therapy (RT) can induce upregulation of programmed death ligand 1 (PD L1) on
tumor cells or myeloid cells, which can affect response to PD 1 based immunotherapy. PD L1
upregulation during RT is a dynamic process and has been difficult to monitor during treatment.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the RT induced PD L1 upregulation in the tumor and its
microenvironment by immunoPET/CT, validating these results by flow cytometry.

Experimental Design: Two syngeneic murine tumor models (HPV+ squamous cancer or B16F10
melanoma) were established in two locations per mouse (neck and flank), and fractionated RT
(2Gy—4 or 2Gy—10) was delivered only to the neck tumor. Anti PD 1 (or isotype control) Ab
immunotherapy was also administered. PD L1 expression was measured by PET/CT imaging using
Zr 89 labeled anti mouse PD L1 mAb, and results were validated by flow cytometry.

Results: PET/CT imaging demonstrated significantly increased tracer uptake in irradiated neck
tumors compared to non irradiated flank tumors. Flow cytometry validated PD L1 upregulation
specifically in irradiated tumors. In the MEER HNC model, RT induced PD L1 upregulation was only
observed after 2Gy—10 fractionated RT, while in the B16F10 model upregulation of PD L1 occurred
after 2Gy—4 fractionated RT. Anti PD 1 Ab immunotherapy, either alone or in combination with RT,
did not induce PD L1 upregulation in the MEER HNC model.

Conclusions: Fractionated RT, but not anti PD 1 therapy, upregulated PD L1 expression on tumor
and/or infiltrating inflammatory cells in murine models, which could be non invasively monitored
by immunoPET/CT imaging using Zr 89 labeled anti mouse PD L1 mAb.
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Abstract
The use of human T cells as therapeutics to re engage the immune responses against tumor has the
potential to revolutionize the way cancer is treated. This can be achieved through genetically
engineering a patients own T cells to recognize and attack cancer cells. Carcinoembryonic antigen
(CEA) is one of the best characterized tumor associated antigens and is extensively used in helping
diagnosis many solid tumors. It is most frequently diagnosed in colon and rectum adenocarcinomas.
Others include cancers of the pancreas, stomach, breast, lung, and medullary carcinoma of the
thyroid and ovarian cancer. We are attempting to modify the current CAR T mechanism so that it
will function as a cancer fighting agent in patients with solid mass tumors. Here, we constructed
and evaluated fully humanized anti CEA CARs comprised of a human CEA specific single chain
antibody variable fragment (CEA scFv) coupled to T cell signaling domains. Primary human T cells
expressing CEA CAR transduced by lentivirus specifically produced cytokines such as IL 2 and IFN g
when cultured with CEA expressing tumors in vitro. Preliminary in vivo mouse tumor challenge
experiments have been performed and we have seen significant inhibition of tumor growth with
the injection of CEA.CAR T cells two weeks after the initial tumor injection. The future for this
project will be to increase CAR expressing lentivirus production while increasing transduction
efficiency of primary human T cells; characterization of CARs such as assay CAR mediated
cytotoxicity induced by CEA+ cell and assay CAR mediated Specific Lysis of CEA+ cells. Further in
vivo mouse tumor challenge experiments will be performed using both T cells expressing CEA.CAR
and CEA IL33 CAR to test the hypothesis that CART cells armed with tissue alarming can further
improve immunotherapy of solid tumor.
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Abstract
The ability of CAR T cell therapeutics to become activated by antigen specific tumors leading to
cytolytic activity, proliferation and persistence is key in the efficacy of adaptive immune response.
The tumor microenvironment can be a very repressive environment, allowing tumor escape and
reducing the effect CART cell performance. In order to understand these dynamics of the CART cells
specifically in the tumor microenvironment and to more directly evaluate and screen for better
performing CAR designs and modifications to the CART cells, we have characterized CART cells by
monitoring them with luciferase (CBR) after IT injections into established flanking subcutaneous
AspCI pancreatic xenograft tumors. By comparing CART cells specifically targeting mesothelia with
non targeting CAR19 administered IT, we have determine a window for characterizing antigen
responding CART cells from T cells that begin to expand as a result of GVHD interactions. We have
also, built in a secondary screen to be used to assess the ability of persisting cells to control
engraftment of a secondary tumor, CAPAN1. We will describe and report results of this model.
These results give us a model to directly evaluate pools of differently designed CART cells
competitively within the same tumor microenvironment to see who outperforms. In addition, this
model can assess performance specifically in the tumor microenvironments of modified CART cells,
such as phenotypic selection, modification to enhance T cells metabolism, modification of CART
cells to deliver agents to tumor site, and combination therapies, as well as to assess the effect of
the tumor microenvironment on these cells.
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Abstract
Radiotherapy (RT) enhances innate and adaptive anti tumor immunity; however, the effects of
radiation on suppressive immune cells, such as regulatory T cells (Treg), in the tumor
microenvironment (TME) have not been fully elucidated. Although previous reports suggest a post
radiation increase in Treg infiltration, whether these Treg are functionally suppressive has not been
determined. To test the hypothesis that RT enhances the suppressive function of Treg in the TME,
we selectively irradiated implanted tumors using the Small Animal Radiation Research Platform
(SARRP), which models stereotactic radiotherapy in human patients followed by flow cytometric
and functional analyses of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs). Our data showed that RT
significantly increased tumor infiltrating Treg (TIL Treg), and that these cells have higher expression
of CTLA 4, 4 1BB, and Helios as compared to non irradiated tumors. This observation held true
across several tumor models (B16/F10, RENCA, and MC38). Notably, we found that post RT, TIL
Treg had equal or improved suppressive capacity as compared to non irradiated tumors. Our data
also indicated that post RT, Treg proliferate more robustly than other T cell subsets (CD3, CD4, and
CD8) in the TME. In addition, the post RT Treg expansion occurred when T cell migration was
inhibited using Fingolimod suggesting that the increased Treg frequency was likely due to
preferential proliferation of intratumoral Treg post radiation. Our data also suggested that post
irradiation Treg expansion was independent of TGFand IL 33. Collectively, these data demonstrate
that RT increases phenotypically and functionally suppressive Treg in the TME, and provide a
rationale for treatment regimens that combine RT with Treg targeting agents to maximize anti
tumor efficacy.
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Abstract
Background: Chimeric antigen receptor T cell (CAR T) therapy has shown significant efficacy in
hematological malignancies, however, the efficacy against solid tumors remains limited.
Immunosuppression caused by the tumor microenvironment or poor infiltration of transferred T
cells can restrict T cell efficacy. We hypothesized that Oncolytic Adenovirus (O Ad) expressing
cytokines would improve the efficacy of CAR T cell therapy by modulating the tumor environment.

Methods: We targeted pancreatic tumor cell lines by mesothelin redirected CAR T cells (SS1 BBz
CAR T) in combination with O Ad (Adv 5/3 d24 TNF IL2), which consists of an adenovirus serotype 5
nucleic acid backbone, a serotype 5/3 chimeric fiber knob, a 24 bp deletion (d24) in the Rb binding
constant region 2 of E1 promoter, an E2F tumor specific promoter and the human cytokines
interleukin 2 and tumor necrosis factor alpha.

Results: To test the efficacy of the O Ad and CAR T combination, we performed a killing assay. O Ad
clearly enhanced killing by CAR T cells in a luciferase based killing assay. We also used the
xCELLigence real time cell analyzer (RTCA) for kinetic analysis of killing. In combination with O Ad,
more rapid killing kinetics by CAR T cells was observed. To examine the impact of the combination
in vivo, large established subcutaneous ASPC1 CBG GFP tumors in NSG mice were treated with
CAR T alone or in combination with intratumoral injection of O Ad. The combination of O Ad and
CAR T showed significantly enhanced tumor regression. In FCM and histological analysis, tumors
treated with O Ad were infiltrated with higher number of T cells, and the number of infiltrating T
cells correlated with anti tumor efficacy. TILs from tumors treated with the combination expressed
higher levels of response markers comparing to those treated with CAR T alone.

Conclusions: These results suggest that combination therapy of O Ad armed with cytokines and
CAR T cells is effective in preclinical models against solid tumors by enhancing T cell proliferation,
persistence, function and infiltration to the tumor.
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Abstract
Multiple myeloma (MM) is an incurable malignancy of plasma cells that is highly reliant on its
microenvironment for survival. PIM2 is overexpressed in MM, especially in the high risk c
Maf/MafB subset. PIM2 is a constitutively active serine/threonine kinase that is involved in multiple
signaling pathways. We have recently published that inhibition of PIM2 resensitizes MM to
chemotherapy and overcomes the protective effects of the microenvironment in vitro. However,
the mechanism by which PIM2 inhibition promotes MM cell death is unknown. Changes in cellular
metabolism underlie some mechanisms of chemotherapy resistance. PIM2 intersects with
pathways known to regulate cellular metabolism, therefore we evaluated changes in MM
metabolism via Seahorse. Analysis of glycolytic function showed that myeloma cells use their
glycolytic machinery near maximal capacity, as inhibition of mitochondrial ATP synthase did not
increase glycolytic flux. Inhibition of PIM2 did not alter this glycolytic flux signature. We examined
mitochondrial fuel usage and found that oxygen consumption did not change upon inhibition of
fatty acid oxidation, pyruvate import, nor glutamine metabolism. Inhibition of PIM2 also did not
change this mitochondrial oxygen consumption pattern, indicating that PIM2 does not promote
survival by changing cellular metabolism to resist chemotherapeutic stress. PIM2 has been shown
to play a role in regulation of translation. Because MM cells still produce antibodies like their non
malignant plasma cell counterparts, they are sensitive to perturbations in their protein processing
machinery. Interference translational control is therefore an attractive next target for investigation
the mechanism by which PIM2 promotes MM cell death.
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Abstract
T cells in tumor microenvironments are rendered hyporesponsive to activation by a combination of
cellular and acellular factors. The identification of these immunosuppressive factors would allow for
designing strategies to block them and ultimately enhance patients anti tumor immune responses
by re activating these tumor associated T cells. We have identified membrane encapsulated
extracellular vesicles with the size, biophysical and compositional properties that are characteristic
of exosomes, in ascites fluids as well as solid tumors derived from ovarian cancer patients. T cells
briefly pulsed with these tumor associated exosomes during activation rapidly inhibit multiple
different activation endpoints including the translocation of NFkB and NFAT into the nucleus, the
upregulation of CD69 and CD107a, production of cytokines and cell proliferation. The inhibition
occurs without loss of cell viability, and coincidentally with the binding and internalization of these
exosomes. This exosome mediated inhibition of T cells has been determined to be transient and
reversible. We demonstrate that the tumor associated exosome induced T cell signaling arrest is
dependent upon phosphatidylserine (PS), as a blockade of PS with anti PS antibodies significantly
reverses the inhibitory activity of the exosomes. We also report that the inhibitory activity is
overcome by the addition of diacylglycerol kinase inhibitors, suggesting a possible mechanism for
the T cell inhibition. We conclude that exosomes present within ovarian tumor microenvironments
represent a novel T cell checkpoint, and represent a potentially viable target to block and thereby
enhance anti tumor immune responses in ovarian cancer patients.
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Abstract
Background: TLR ligands are frequently used to reprogram cancer microenvironments (TME) to
enhance local CTL infiltration and enhance the antitumor effectiveness of cancer vaccines, adoptive
T cell therapies and checkpoint blockade. Previously, we have demonstrated that poly I:C induces
both the CTL attracting chemokines and regulatory T cell (Treg) attractants. Here, in attempt to
separate the desirable from undesirable pathways of TLR signaling, we evaluated the molecular
pathways, which lead to the induction of different chemokines by poly I:C.

Materials and Methods: Isolated cells or human cancer biopsies were cultured for 0.5 48 hours in
the absence or presence of one of two TLR3 ligands poly I:C (non selective activator of TLR3 and
helicases) rintatolimod (selective TLR3 ligand), in the absence or presence of IFN, indomethacin
(COX 1/2 inhibitor), NF kB and TNFinhibitors. mRNA assays, ELISA and molecular biology assays
were used to analyze the production of CCL5, CXCL10 (CTL attractants), CCL22 and CXCL12
(Treg/MDSC attractants) and activation of NF kB pathway. Chemotaxis assays were performed
using CTLs or Treg and supernatants from the differentially treated cancer specimens or cancer
related cells.

Results: We observed that poly I:C induced potent activation of the NF kB in tumor tissues, myeloid
and fibroblastoid cells, leading to local induction of COX2 dependent suppressive factors and Treg
and MDSC attracting chemokines. These undesirable effects were blocked by inhibitors of NF kB or
COX 2 pathways. In contrast, rintatolimod selectively induced CXCL10, but not CCL22 and CXCL12,
with only limited induction of CCL5. This selective impact of rintatolimod, was associated with lack
of activation of NF kB, suppression of Tregs and MDSC attraction and with elevated CTL attraction
in migration assays.

Conclusion: We demonstrate the selective modulation of chemokines and tumor associated
inflammatory factors by selective and non selective TLR3 ligands. These results may support
development of improved adjuvants, which selectively attract the desirable effector cells, rather
than suppressive cells.
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Abstract
In 2016 approximately 16,900 Americans were diagnosed with Esophageal Cancer (EC). Despite
advances in current therapies (surgery, chemotherapy, and/or radiation) EC is associated with a
dismal 18% 5 year survival, with many patients relapsing following treatment. We hypothesize that
current chemotherapeutic treatments may influence the expression of programmed death ligands 1
and 2 (PD L1/2) on the surface of surviving tumor cells. We confirmed this hypothesis in OE33
esophageal adenocarcinoma cells, demonstrating a dose dependent increase in PD L1 (p<0.05
p<0.0001) expression following 24 hour treatment with 5 Fluoruracil (5FU; 0.5 500 ÂμM) using
Western Blot and Flow Cytometry analysis. Interestingly, this increase was not seen following 24
hour treatment with cisplatin (0.5 25 μM) in the same cell line. No significant changes were
observed in PD L2 expression following treatment with either chemotherapy. To confirm that
differences in cell survival following chemotherapeutic treatment did not influence PD L1
expression we conducted a cell killing (CCK8) assay on 5FU and cisplatin treated OE33 cells,
observing overlapping survival plots. Therefore, we questioned if the mechanism of cell death
might contribute to the PD L1 variability in our cells. We observed increased apoptosis (as
demonstrated by accumulation of cPARP by Western Blot) following treatment with both 5FU and
cisplatin, consistent with the current literature. While accumulation of LC 3 II, indicative of changes
in autophagic flux, were minimal with high dose cisplatin (25 uM), there was a definitive increase
with high dose 5FU (500 uM). We are currently investigating the role of autophagy in PD L1
upregulation in OE33 cells. Our preliminary data suggests that there may be a role for PD 1/PD L1
therapies in conjunction with certain chemotherapies to improve response and hypothesize that
understanding the mechanisms associated with intrinsic PD L1 upregulation may help to identify
appropriate timing, concurrent treatments, and possibly novel targets for future therapeutic
intervention in EC.
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Abstract
Tumor infiltrating T lymphocytes (TIL) in the tumor microenvironment (TME) are unable to
effectively kill targets due to direct tumor cell T cell inhibition and soluble immunosuppressive
factors. This allows cancer to progress unchecked as T cells are rendered functionally inert.
Recently, poor metabolite availability in the TME has been identified as an additional suppressive
mechanism exploited by tumors. Due to this discovery, we hypothesized that TIL dysfunction was a
result of metabolic insufficiency. Interestingly, we found TIL is characterized by dramatic loss of
mitochondrial mass in both mouse and human tumors, which correlates with upregulation of co
inhibitory checkpoint molecules PD 1 and Tim 3. Our observations are specific for TIL, as T cells
responding to acute virus infection increase mitochondrial mass upon activation. Mitochondrial
mass loss is not caused by increased mitophagy, but rather defects in mitochondrial biogenesis. This
is due in part to repression of the transcriptional co activator PGC1a resulting from chronic Akt
signaling. Surprisingly, anti PD1 therapy had no effect on increasing PGC1a or mitochondrial mass in
TIL. We then sought to improve TIL metabolism genetically, so we reprogrammed tumor specific TIL
to upregulate mitochondrial biogenesis. We found increased mitochondrial mass, restored
cytotoxic functionalities, and dramatically improved tumor regression in mice with reprogrammed
TIL. Our data support a model of chronically activated TIL unable to metabolically support their
effector functions. By understanding these metabolic insufficiencies, we can both better
understand T cell dysfunction and design metabolic modulation strategies to improve cancer
immunotherapy.
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Abstract
Background: Prostate cancer remains the second leading cause of cancer related death in men in
the United States due to progression of castrate resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). Immunotherapy
has been modestly successful in the treatment of CRPC. While Sipuleucel T vaccine increases
median survival of patients by 4.1 months, antibody blockade regimens have failed possibly due to
the characteristics of the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment (TME). Tumor associated
macrophages (TAMs) are suggested to be major contributors to the TME since mounting data
correlates macrophage infiltration into the primary tumor with failure to response to androgen
ablation or castration. Hypothesis: TAMs contribute to the establishment of the
immunosuppressive TME in CRPC. Methods: The myeloid compartment from Myc Cap implanted
tumors was characterized by flow cytometry in non castrated and castrated mice, and partially
confirmed by IHC staining of F4 80. In addition, the phenotype of macrophages in the TME was
analyzed by qPCR. Subsequently, TAMs were depleted using anti CD115 antibody treatment and
tumor outgrowths, with or without TAMs, were investigated. Finally, the effect of macrophage
depletion on regulatory T cells was evaluated. T tests were used for statistical analysis and p < 0.05
was considered significant. Results: Characterization of the myeloid compartment validated an
increase in MDSCs and TAMs after castration and gene expression analysis suggested increased
expression of M2 markers after castration in the CD45+ fraction. Furthermore, macrophage
depletion delayed tumor progression in castrate resistant Myc Cap tumor bearing mice and
decreased the absolute number of regulatory T cells in tumors. Conclusion: These results suggest
that TAMs are one of the major myeloid derived cells affected by castration and an important
mechanism for tumor progression after androgen ablation. These findings offer a better
understanding of TAMs in progression of CRPC and highlight the clinical relevance of anti CD115
mediated TAM depletion.
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Abstract
Glioblastoma (GBM) is a World Health Organization grade IV astrocytoma with poor patient survival,
characterized by extreme heterogeneity and invasiveness, and by resistance to radiation and
chemotherapeutic drugs. Brain metastases are 2 3x more frequent than GBM, with breast cancer among the
top 3 brain metastasizing tumor types. The tumor suppressor phosphatase and tensin homolog on
chromosome ten (PTEN) is mutated or deleted in ~50% of all high grade gliomas and is lost in 33 49% of all
breast cancers. We propose to target the dysregulated PTEN pathway in brain tumors to enhance patient
survival.

Oncolytic viruses are engineered to destroy tumor cells while sparing non neoplastic cells, and can be
designed to incorporate payloads that enhance their oncolytic effects. PTEN L is a recently discovered, longer
form of PTEN which is secreted and membrane permeable, and retains its phosphatase activity after
secretion and re entry into cells. We have generated a novel oncolytic herpesvirus (RAPTOR) that secretes
PTEN L from infected cells for the treatment of GBM and breast cancer brain metastases (BCBM). In vitro
assays to evaluate virally mediated tumor cell killing, virus replication, transgene expression, and flow
cytometry to evaluate intracellular pAkt and cell surface programmed death ligand 1 (PD L1) were performed.
In vivo studies using mice bearing orthotopic human GBM (nude mice) or murine BCBM (nude and FVB/N)
were used to evaluate brain immune infiltrates and survival.

Western blot analyses of infected cell lysates and conditioned media show that RAPTOR produces functional
secreted PTEN L, as confirmed by intracellular pAkt FACS. Tumor cell killing and replication were equivalent
between RAPTOR and control HSVQ. In vivo, treatment of mice bearing established orthotopic BCBM
revealed improved anti tumor efficacy of RAPTOR. Significantly, 9/10 RAPTOR treated mice were long term
survivors in immunocompetent FVB/N mice vs. 4/10 HSVQ treated mice (p=0.044). Treatment of nude mice
bearing the same tumors did not produce long term survivors, implicating the development of antitumor
immunity in RAPTOR treated animals. Flow cytometry revealed significant down regulation of the T cell
repressor PD L1 on RAPTOR vs. HSVQ treated cells. Consistent with this, FACS of virus treated tumor bearing
brain hemispheres revealed RAPTOR induced a significant influx in antigen presenting, NK, and CD8 T cells 7
days post treatment.

Our findings demonstrate that RAPTOR enhances survival of brain tumor bearing mice using a two pronged
approach: lytic tumor cell death and immune cell education and activation against the brain tumor. RAPTOR
inhibits virally induced PD L1 expression on tumor cells, and could pave the way for a paradigm shift in
immune therapy where immune checkpoint inhibition occurs locally within the tumor rather than globally,
overriding toxicity of neutralizing antibodies.
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Abstract
Recent developments in immunotherapy have made great strides towards expanding the scope of
cancer treatment by targeting a patients own immune cells, however; malignant melanoma
remains a significant clinical issue with a high proportion of patients remaining unresponsive to
therapy. The stress and immune responses are closely integrated, yet few cancer treatment
strategies account for the relationship between these biological systems. Adrenergic receptors
(ARs) located on immune cells are activated under stress leading to regulation of various immune
functions. AR antagonists (beta blockers), which prevent this signaling, are associated with positive
cancer outcomes. We examined the effects of AR blockade on the efficacy of two immunotherapies
approved to treat metastatic melanoma: IL 2 and PD 1 which promote T cell proliferation and
activation respectively. Although blockade of AR signaling had no significant impact on tumor
growth, Beta blockers attenuated tumor growth in combination with each immune based therapy.
We observed significantly extended survival in mice treated with PD 1 or PD 1/IL 2 combined with
beta blockers compared to immunotherapy only mice. The combination of beta blockers, PD 1 and
IL 2 produced a highly significant delay in tumor growth and prolonged survival compared toPD
1/IL 2 alone. Blocking AR signaling improves the efficacy of these two immunotherapies, but was
most effective when administered with dual immunotherapy. We suggest that each component
improves a unique aspect of the immune response to maximally combat melanoma. As all three
components are approved for human use, this therapeutic regimen could potentially be translated
to expand the population of melanoma patients experiencing long term benefits from
immunotherapy.

This work was supported by CURE Grant SAP #4100072562 (Pennsylvania Department of Health)
and NIH/NCI 5T32 CA060395 (KMK). IL 2 was generously provided by Prometheus Laboratories Inc.
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Abstract
Macrophages exhibit dynamic plasticity in their function in response to the accumulating genetic
alterations that occur during tumorigenesis, resulting in the establishment of an immune tolerized
tumor microenvironment. However, depending on their environmental cues, they can switch
between two functional phenotypes: pro inflammatory (M1) or anti inflammatory (M2). The
importance of these two macrophage subsets is well recognized; however, distinguishing M1 from
M2 macrophages in patient tumors still remains a challenge. Prior studies have utilized
transcriptome profiling of artificially skewed M1 and M2 macrophages from healthy donors to
identify genes unique to each macrophage subset. However, these studies are limited to surface
marker expression and gene expression profiles alone to distinguish subsets and lack functional
validation of M1 and M2 macrophages. Surface marker and gene expression profiling provide an
incomplete characterization, as functionality is an important feature distinguishing these
macrophage subsets. To improve the characterization of M1 and M2 macrophages, we performed a
thorough three step validation of artificially skewed M1 and M2 macrophages from healthy donor
monocytes using surface marker expression, gene expression profiling, and multi analyte ELISA
analyses. Using our validation assays, we tested previously published protocols for their efficacy in
generating M1 and M2 macrophages. While M1 macrophages using these protocols generated as
expected M1 characteristics, M2 macrophages lacked hallmark functional features, particularly IL
10 secretion. This necessitated the generation of an optimized protocol to skew M1 and M2
macrophages that exhibited distinctive surface marker expression, gene expression profiles, and
cytokine and chemokine production for their respective subset. We then performed RNA
sequencing to interrogate the transcriptional landscape and found novel gene regulation of
approximately 3,500 transcripts with at least a two fold change in differential expression between
M1 and M2 macrophages. Furthermore, we performed Gene Set Enrichment Analyses and found
that M1 macrophages had significant enrichment of the p53 pathway related genes, while M2
macrophages had significant enrichment of genes related to cholesterol homeostasis, mTORC1,
Myc, and epithelial mesenchymal transition pathways. These results represent the most in depth
characterization of human M1 and M2 macrophages and provide insights into better biomarkers
and targets for novel immunotherapy approaches.
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Abstract
Background: Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common malignant brain tumor. In spite of standard
multi model therapy of surgical resection followed by radiation and concurrent chemotherapy
prognosis remains poor. As tumor heterogeneity is being increasingly recognized, the identification
of both differentiated and undifferentiated stem cell like populations in the tumor highlights the
significance of finding novel targets that affect both cell populations. Protein arginine
methyltransferase (PRMT5) is one such candidate that whose nuclear expression correlates with
poor survival and has been reported to be required for survival of differentiated GBM cells and
essential for the self renewal of undifferentiated GBM cells. In the current study we screened the
specificity and efficacy of four novel PRMT5 inhibitors in the treatment of GBM.

Methods: Efficacies of these inhibitors were screened using in vitro GBM neurosphere model and in
vivo intracranial zebra fish model of glioma.

Results: In vitro and In vivo studies revealed that among the four PRMT5 inhibitors treatment of
GBM cells with, compound 5 (CMP5) mirrored the effects of PRMT5 knock down wherein it led to
apoptosis of differentiated GBM cells (GBMDC), and drove undifferentiated primary patient
derived GBM cells into a non replicative senescent state.

Conclusion: In vivo antitumor efficacy combined with the specificity of CMP5 underscores the
importance of developing it for translation.
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ABSTRACT # 40

A Tumor Mitochondria Vaccine Protects Against Experimental Renal Cell Carcinoma

Authors: Stavros Rafail, John G. Facciponte, Jialing Huang, Francesco De Sanctis, Mark A. Morgan, Mireia
Uribe Herranz, Janos L. Tanyi and Andrea Facciabene

Abstract
Mitochondria provide energy for cells via oxidative phosphorylation. Reactive oxygen species, a
byproduct of this mitochondrial respiration, can damage mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), and somatic
mtDNA mutations have been found in all colorectal, ovarian, breast, urinary bladder, kidney, lung,
and pancreatic tumors studied. The resulting altered mitochondrial proteins or tumor associated
mitochondrial Ags (TAMAs) are potentially immunogenic, suggesting that they may be targetable
Ags for cancer immunotherapy. In this article, we show that the RENCA tumor cell line harbors
TAMAs that can drive an antitumor immune response. We generated a cellular tumor vaccine by
pulsing dendritic cells with enriched mitochondrial proteins from RENCA cells. Our dendritic cell
based RENCA mitochondrial lysate vaccine elicited a cytotoxic T cell response in vivo and conferred
durable protection against challenge with RENCA cells when used in a prophylactic or therapeutic
setting. Mitochondria specific T cells recognize RENCA cell line via MHC I/II molecules and the
interaction was abrogated by the use of blocking antibodies. By sequencing mtDNA from RENCA
cells, we identified two mutated molecules: COX1 and ND5. Combination of the vaccine with anti
PD L1 antibody improves the therapeutic effect of the vaccination. Thus, TAMAs can elicit effective
antitumor immune responses, potentially providing a new immunotherapeutic strategy to treat
cancer.
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ABSTRACT # 41

Rational Combination of Oncolytic Vaccinia Virus and PD L1 Blockade Works Synergistically to
Enhance Therapeutic Efficacy

Authors: Zuqiang Liu, Roshni Ravindranathan, Pawel Kalinski, Z. Sheng Guo, and David L. Bartlett (ZSG and
DLB as corresponding authors)

University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Abstract
Both anti PD1/PD L1 therapy and oncolytic virotherapy have demonstrated promise, yet have
exhibited efficacy in only a small fraction of cancer patients. Here we hypothesized that an oncolytic
poxvirus (VV) would attract T cells into the tumor, and induce PD L1 expression in cancer and
immune cells, leading to more susceptible targets for anti PD L1 immunotherapy. Our results
demonstrate in colon and ovarian cancer models that VV attracts effector T cells and induces PD L1
expression on both cancer and immune cells in the tumor. The dual therapy reduces PD L1+ cells,
facilitated non redundant tumor infiltrating effector CD8+, CD4+ T cells, with increased IFN, ICOS,
granzyme B and perforin expression, and reduced the virus induced PD L1+ DC, MDSC, TAM, and
Treg, as well as four types of co inhibitory molecules double positive,severely exhausted PD
1+CD8+ T cells, leading to reduced tumor burden and improved survival. This combination therapy
may be suitable to a much wider population of cancer patients.
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ABSTRACT # 42

MEK kinase inhibitor, Trametinib, Suppresses Macrophage Secreted TNF Î± on Oncolytic HSV 1
Therapy, Enhancing Virotherapy

Authors: Tae Jin Lee1, Joseph Liu2, Alena Cristina Jaime Ramirez2, Alex Weiss2,3, Luke Russell2, George
Koutras2,3, Tejaswini Nallanagulagari2,4, Jeffrey Yunhua Guo2,5, Haroon Quadri6, Jianying Zhang7, Carlo M.
Croce1, Balveen Kaur1*, and Ji Young Yoo1*

1Department of Cancer Biology and Genetics, 2Department of Neurological Surgery, 3Biomedical Science
Major, 4Biochemistry and Microbiology Majors, 5Biology Major, 7Center for Biostatistics, Department of
Biomedical Informatics, James Comprehensive Cancer Center, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical
Center, Columbus, OH, 43210, 6Northeast Ohio Medical University, Rootstown, OH, 44272

Abstract
Purpose: Oncolytic herpes simplex viruse 1 (oHSV) therapy is currently FDA approved for advanced
melanoma and is currently being evaluated in several clinical trials. However, its clinical success has
been limited and various combinatorial treatment modalities are being investigated to enhance the
efficacy of each treatment. Microglia/macrophage secreted TNF reduces oHSV replication through
the induction of apoptosis in oHSV infected tumor cells. In this study, we tested the potential role
of trametinib, a highly potent MAPK/ERK kinase (MEK) inhibitor, against oHSV induced TNF
response in macrophage/microglia, and analyzed the underlying mechanisms.

Experimental Design: In vitro co culture assays of infected glioma cells with microglia/macrophage
cells treated with/without trametinib (100nM) were used to test the effect of trametinib effect on
oHSV replication. Q PCR and ELISA for TNFÎ± were used to test trametinib mediated TNFÎ± gene
expression and protein secretion. Bone marrow derived primary macrophages from wild type and
TNFÎ± knockout mice were used to evaluate the biologic effects of TNFÎ± on virus replication in the
setting of trametinib. Western Blot analysis was used to evaluate the induction of apoptosis.
Bioluminescence mice imaging were used to measure changes in virus replication in vivo.
Intracranial tumor xenografts were utilized to evaluate anti tumor efficacy.

Results: Trametinib resulted in a significant dose dependent reduction of TNF gene expression and
protein secretion in microglia (BV2) or macrophage (Raw264.7) cells. A significant reduction of
microglia/macrophage derived TNF (gene expression and protein secretion) was also observed in
response to oHSV infected glioma cells in vitro and in vivo, resulting in increased oHSV replication.
Furthermore, trametinib treated BV2 or Raw264.7 cells significantly inhibited BV2 /Raw264.7
mediated apoptotic cell death in the oHSV infected glioma cells in vitro and in vivo. Finally,
combination treatment with trametinib and oHSV significantly enhanced murine survival.

Conclusions: This study provides strong evidence to combine MEK inhibitor and oHSV, which
significantly enhance survival in mice bearing intracranial glioma, leading to future clinical testing of
oHSV with trametinib in patients.
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